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PACIFIC FLEET (FHTECi --
Fifty-five ship Task Force 12 will
give the residents of the Prow
Sound area iehpressive spectacular
view of U.S Naval might upon
their arrival in the Pacific North-
west Saturday July 31st to take
part in the annual Seattle "Sea-
fair- and visits to Seattle, 'Tacoma,
Everett and Bellingham, Wash.
Taking part in the "Seafair"
festivities and visiting Seattle
aboard the destroyer tender USS
Prairie is Billie J. Parker, machin-
ery 'repairman fireman. USN, son
of Mr and Mrs. William J. Parker,
and husband of Lite former Miss
Patricia Morton, all of 500 Vine rt..
Murray.
Aboard the heavy cruiser USS
Toledo with Commander Cruiser
Destroyer Force. Pacific Fleet is
Bobby G. Hutchens. personnel man
second class. USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hutchens of 1002
Payne at., Murray.
Murray Hospital
We ifiesday's complete record fnl
lows:
Census
Adult Beds 00
Emergency Beds 24
Patients Dismissed 5
Patients Admitted 1
New Citizens 1
Patients admitted from Monday
4:00 P.M. to Wednesday 400 Pm
Mrs Arthur B, Kennedy, Rt. t.
dilbertstille, Mrs. Horace Berl y-
hill, 110 W 11th.St. Benton: Mrs
Gardner T Edwards, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Master Gerry Linn Reed, Rt. I.
Almo; Mrs. Curtis Wayne DIT811,
105 So, 14th. St. Murray; Mrs.
Orbie Culver. Jr. and baby boy.
502 Beale St., Murray.
8,493, then lost in the general
election to Democrat Parker W.
Duncan, Monticello, who is retiring
from the court. Winner of the
Spear-Stanley race will meet state
Sen. Morris C. Montgomery,
erty, this fall. Montgomery svan
the Democratic nomination with-
out opposition.
Three Kentucky members of
Congress, all Democrats, won re-
nomination without opposition and
have no opposition this fall. Tbej
are Noble J. Gregory, Mayfield, in
the 1st District; William
Natcher, Bowling Greernf in the
2nd District, and Frank Chef,
Lebanon, in the 4th District.
Robsion Seen Winner
In the 3rd District, incumben4
Republican John M. Robsion Jr-.
has primary opposition from H. A.
Rosenberg and Sylvester W. Kel-
lerman Jr.. both of Louis, lie.
Robsion, with organization support,
is expected to be the easy vpitner.
The Democratic candidate, Harri-
son M. Robertson, has no opposi-
tion in the primary.
In the 5th District. Rep. 3rent
Spence, dean of Kentucky's CW1-
gress lona I delegation. has Demo-
cratic primary opposition from
John M. Blankenship. Newport.
and Josepfi L. Summe. Ctvinatun,
but neither has actually campaign-
ed against Spence.
There also is a three-man race
for the GOP nomination in the 5th
District. Candidates are Edward
B. Hayes. Russel: M. J. See,
Louisa, and Ralph Brooker, Riv-
ertown.
In the 6th District, incumbent
Congresantasr•Johr Watts, NEols-
olasville, has Democratic primer,
opposition from George Et
Croushorn, Bryantsville. Robert Is
Milby. Lexington, is the lone Re.
publican candidate.
ASC County
Election
Meets Planned
The Kentucky State ASC Com-
mittee. composed of Jas it Rash,
Jr.. Chairman. of Henderson. and
Mr. Charlie B. Gentry, member,
of Lexington, announced today
a series of public meetings oil the
coming .ASC county elections. The
meetings will be held in nine
cities throughout the state the
week of August 9-13. The Calloway
county meeting will be held August.,
13 at the Kenlake Hotel.
The committee said, "We have
received many inquiries from farm-
ers throughout the state relative to
the coming elections because the
procedure is somewhat different
than in past years. We wish to
give everyone an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with how
thi elections will be held. One of
tie will attend each meeting, to-
gether with members of the staff
from the State ASC office. We
will go through the election pro-
cedure step by step and then have
a session for questions that may
be raised The ,Secretary of Agri-
culture is very anxious that more
farmers participate in the ASC
elections and that' the Community
and county committee members
elected are representatives of all
the farming interests in a par-
ticular community or county. We
believe that the new election
procedure will bring more farmers
into participation as community and
county committeemen and throug'n
them the far), programs can be
of greater service to all farmers."
The public meetings will be held
at Lexington. Louisville, Glasgow,
Central City. Ken Lake Hotel at
Kentucky Lake. Richmonsl. Somsr-
set, Hazard and Morehead. Each
eeting will start at 1 -30 p.m.
local time. Both members of the
State Committee will attend the
meeting at Lexington. then Mr
Gentry will go to Leuisville. Glas-
sow. Central City and 'Ken 1.ake,
while I Mr. Rash will attend the
Richmond, Somerset, Hazard and
Morehead meetings.
Calloway County meeting place
will be at Kentake Hotel, Friday
August 13.
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LIGHT VOTE .IS EXPECTED
 IN 
 STATE
Kefauver, Clement Far Ahead
In:gthnnessee Election
••d'1Seen & Heard'MURRAYAround
Thanks to Orval Austri for a
diagrammed explanation of the
picket problem.
We have the oldest painting the
new 'ence. He was so comfortable
this morning that we d oil know
how much painting is going to be
done.
When we left he had a .chair to
sit in, the radio run out the wirte
_on an extension cord, and a
pitcher of ice water complete with
glass.
To add the Tom Saws er angle,
one of his buddies was painting
away to beat sixty.
The new school is coming along.
Bricks have already been laid ue
about so high, and the door fram-
ing for the furnace room has been
put up. When the casearent win-
dows are set in place it will
really look like a buildi-g.
Freed Cotham has remcdeled the
front part of his buildthp. Looks
nice.
Everyone has heard by now that
an emergency polio campaign will
be held in Calloway Caunty and
over the nation.
Fen might say that is going too
fax to have another camr sign after
,he lung string of them we had IR
the Fall and Spring But, here's
the story.
Literally thousands of dollars was
spent in find:ng some rreventive
serum for polio. Anyoee knows
that preventive serum is better
than the best treatment
Well the Gamma Globulin, that
got so mu:h publicity last year,
accounted for much of the money
spent Here in Calloway County
alone, we got over E8,000 of the
serum. Most of it was used out
ound Lynn Grove,
rhaesia fano really appreciated it
to. because as Luck Burt said.
-We were scared". When the drive
came -around in Janusz-, the peo-
ple atound Lynn Grove aux down
in the pockets and gave more than
anyone else, on a -percentage basis.
---
There Ia no doubt but what the
Gamma Globullp prevented many
thousands of caies over the nation.
The only trouble with it is that
it is only a short time raeventive.
--
Many thousands more was spent
on finding a sure preventive:They
think they have it now. This sum-
mer will tell the story.
The result of all this research, plus
the added load of treatment al
past patients, resulted in one thing.
a depleted treasury, both on local
and ,•iona: levels.
WEATHER
REPORT
4 '0 DOWN
\./and Live
By UNITED PRESS
SouthweSt and South Central
Kentucky —Partly cloudy, cooler
and less humid with widely scat-
tered showers' this aftterncion. to-
night and tomorrow. Highest in
the upper 805 today and tomor-
row Low tonight 88.
TEMPERATURES
High Yesterday 100
Low Last Night 73
LAKE STAGES
356 6 Fluct
35,64 Rise 02
3566 Fall 01
357 1 Fall 0.2
357.0 Fall 02.
357.1 Fall 412
302.1 Fluct.
By tiVirITERSON
United Pro. INV Correspondent
NASHVILL. tnn l 
—Sen.
Estes Kcfauvet, Naccessful can-
didate for the • Democratic
presidential nomin, claimed •
landslidi victory tba,./ over Rep.
Pat Sutton for a new Senate term.
Gov. Frank Clement, who be-
came the state's youngest gover-
nor two years ago at the ase of
32, just as easily won a new four-
year term by trouncing Gordon
Browning. a three-time governor.
Ray Jenkins, special counsel in
'the recent Army-McCarthy hear-
ings, was nominated on the Repub-
lican ticket to oppose Democrat
Kefauver, but Jenkins reiterated
he did not intend to run against
the former crime-buster in the
general election.
Kefuver, a liberal in the con-
servatiee South. called his trium-
phal Dea.ocratic primary proof
that "the state of Cordell Hull and
Andrew Jackson believes In for-
ward looking policies at horn- and
abroad."
Accusations Made
Sutton had -accused Kefauver of
being an "internationalist" and of
enlisting anti-Southern support in
his quest for the Democratic presi-
dential, nomination in 1952.
Kefauver, whose - win possibly
projects him back into the presi-
dential picture two years hence.
said "the people of Tennessee were
offered isolationism in this cam-
paign and their answer at the bal-
lot boxes was a thunderous, No."
Reburns from 1.919 of the state's
2.1111 precincts gave Kefauver 294:-
945 votes. Sutton 119.341 and twn
minor candidates • comparative
handful. For governor 2,005 pre-
cincts gave Clement 312,972,
Browning 131,858 and Judge Hauls-
ton Schoolfield 19.174.
Sutton had also accused Kefau-
ver of being In league with "New
York lieftwingers" because of his
alignment with the Americans for
Democratic Action at the 1952
Democratic National Convention.
'War or Peace' lessee
Kefauver, who became national-
ly known as chairman of the Sen-
Seventy-Six
Children Are
Examined
Seventy-six children who will
enter the first grade at Murray
High this year were checked this
week at the Murray Health Center.
ttr. J. A. Outland, County Health
Officer, supervised all .examina-
tions and was assisted by Dr.
David Colvin, University of Louis-
vile medical student.
Assisting also were Mrs. Kenneth
Ross. chairman of the Parent-
Teacher Association Health Com-
mittee and the following PTA
members. Mrs. James Rudy
Albritten. Mrs Hugh Houston, Mrs.
Prentice Lassiter, Mrs. Maurine
Giebel. Mrs Boody Rusaell, Mrs.
John Conger. Mrs Wayne Jones
Dr Outland said that he was
very pleased with the cooperation
!,e had received from the citizens
,f Murray and the PTA heaRh
corn mitt
He stated that the group of
children he examined this year
was one of the best he had ever
examined. He commented especial-
ly on the condition of their teeth
and weight.
He said that it was obvious that
corrective measures had already
been taken in many cases.
Vaccinations for smallpox were
given to the children and many
others received ehots for diptheria
and whooping cough.
Pre-school health examinations
were given to county student in
the spring.
Today the fifth grade is being
checked with the following ladies
of the PTA assisting: Mrs. Tom
Crider, Mrs. J N. Outland. Miss
Laurine Tarry. and Mrs Kenneth
Ross.
The ninth grade will be checked
ate Crime Committee during its
televised hearings, said the basic
issue was "war or peace.' an,i
accused Sutton of having the sup-
port of persons with underworld
connections_
Segregations, the paramount Ir.-
sue in some Southern states be-
cause of the U.S. Supreme Court
ruling, played only a minor role in
the Tennessee governor's race.
Schoolfield campaigned strictly on
a pro
-segregation platform and
Browning promised to keep the
schools segregated "within the
law."
But. Clement never said any-
thing stronger than that the scho-
ols would remain segregated dur-
ing the pert school year if the Su-
preme Court had not issued its
decrees on how de-searegation
should be carried by that time.
 — —
Urgent Appeal
Is Issued
By Brownfield
"A few hours of your time now
may mean a new life for a polio
patient."
This was the urgent appeal isau-
ed today by Ray Brownfield. direc-
tor of the Emergency Marra of
Dimes, in calling for volunteers to
serve in the drive Aug. 16'31.
"Proper care now for polio pati-
ents may make possible for them
a full life rather than a bare exis-
tence," he explained. "With funds
to provide this care we can con-
tinue to do something for those
who are seriously afflicted
There is work for anyone who
wants to help during the current
crisis, Brownfield said.
"The need for funds is desperate,'
Brownfield said. "The entire polio
patient aid program, the preven-
tion and all the other good work
of , the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis are in jeopardy.
Lack of funds elm close the only
door of hope remaining to many
thousands of polio victims v.Lo
depend on the March of Dina:
for help in fighting polio.
GET A WARRANT 'TO SEARCH MY HOME,' SHE SAYS
TWO LOS ANGELES building inspectors, Frank Larson and Tom Bundy (glasses) are haltedby Mrs. Margaret Wheeler Hess as she tells them to get a warrant "to search my home." Withher are another woman and bare-torsoed John Horya. The city building and safety departmentla conducting an Inspection drive in the city's older residential area. (fete/mg:Mona! Soundp4oto)
Science Must
Replace Religion
Says Moscow
LONDON IP --Moscow radio
said today that science must ie-
place religion in guiding the lives
of men.
Religion, the soviet broadcast
said. 'served the exploiting class-
es and helped them perpetuate
their power over the masses.-
"Religious remnants, based on
blind faith, still are alive," it sail
In a disfobssion of antiareligious
tracts recently published in Mos-
cow.
"To overcome them, the active
efforts of the people themselves
are needed," the radio said.
"Mighty means to this end is the
active partictpation of all Soviet
people in social and political life,
extensive propaganda of the
achievements of science and tech-
nology and constant improvement
of the cultural level of the work-
ers."
Billie J. Parker
"We need people to address en- On USS Prairievelopes and distribute coin 
coltertors,•" he said. "We need teen-agi ig
and men and women of all ages.
Even fathers can take part in the
Emergency Mother" March by
acting as baby sitters, as escorts
for marching mothers or as din-
ner-dish-washers while mother
goes marching"
Calloway 'ciunty has not had a
single polio' case so far this year,
however patients from last year
have exhausted our funds.
"Our chapter already hes re-
quietus, .s730g trout isaitlfr1
of the - National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis and has ie-
ceived $7300. but more is needed."
he said. "There are hundreds if
communities across the country
where funds for the care of polio
patients are exhausted."
The current financial crisis could
impair the new polio prevention
program, too, Brownfield said. Tne
program includes evaluation of the
trial polio vaccine given last spr-
ing, and purchase of large quirli
ties of gamma globulin, the ti- -
porary preventive.
"Nationally, there were more
polio patients the first half of this
year than ever before for this per-
iod, he said. "Many of them --par-
ticulary those in iron lungs -- dep.,
prod on the March of Dimes for
every breeth they draw. The
staggering cost of patient aid add-
ed to the unusually heavy expense
of a polio prevention program
for which there. is so much hope
has exhausted March of Dimes
funds collected last January.
"We of Calloway County want
to do all we can to help out in
this nationwide emergency:-
Brownfield said. "There is no tel-
next Tuesday. according ti Dr. ling when we might need help
Outland. f quickly."
Fishing Picture
Is Improved
FRANKFORT — A drop in
temperature and heavy ra.ns have
improved the fishing n-cture in
Kentucky. state Deportment of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
spokes ron said today.
Cooler weather will improve
Plus weekend.. Rushing. znd better
catches of bac', crappie bluegill
and other species are Deported
from all corners of the state.
Crappie And Bream Biting
Lake Cumberland regulars re-
port crappie and bream both bit-
ing better, while some bass also
are succumbing to lures. At K-n-
lucky lake, jump fish:rig for
striped bass was reported in -
proving, with many one pounde
taken.
Dale Hollow anglers said crapa
and bass fishing were fsir agai-,,
with bass being taken off the
points on surface lures in late aft-
ernoon and by trolling during th,
day. Crappie were 'biting mostly
night at an average depth of :2
feet-
Trolling also was getting resul• •
at Herrington Lake, pat tieular
with white bass. Bluegil: seemed
to prefer worms at Hen ogton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ray To Visit Son
-- —
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ray and son
Ronald left Thursday morning for
Lees Delaware for a ten days
visit with PFC. Charles Rob Ray
and his wife .Rob Is with the U S.
Army in post headquarters in
finance at Fort Miles. Delaware.
Kay is working for Civil Serviree
as Clerk Typist in the Transpor-
tation Department on the base.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray and son plan
to travel by way of the Blue
Ridge Mountains and will visit
Washington, D.C.
Small Boy Fair
After Drinking
Rat Poison
- -- -
MAYFIELD Aug. 6. II? —Lamek
Howell. 3, was reported in fair
condition at Mayfield Hospital to-
day after drinking some of the rat
poison that killed his sister, Ed-
na Louise. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howell, par-
ents of the Carlisle County gide
said the children found the liquid
rat poison in a fireplace where it
had been hidden from them. The
younger (child dioi Wednesday
night at the hospital.
The Howells. who live near Cun-
ningham, have three other child-
ren.
GAS REACTION
BET'PU. Japaa—ita —The Na-
tional Safety Agency reports that
'Verne (mustard pal leaking
from 4,000 bombs dumped in Bep-
pu Bay after World War II poison-
ed several workers and seriously
handicapped salvage operatiom.
UllpitrMeamermamew,
Little Interest Exhibited In
Election Here Tomorrow
By THOMAS E. GISH
United Presk Staff Correspondent
FRANKFORT ala — Kentucky
Democrats and Republicans choose
their nominees for Congress to-
morrow in a primary expected to
produce no more than a token
vote in must races.
National interest will focus on
the senatorial primaries whie,1
feature former Vice President Al-
ben W. Barkley and incumbent
Republican- Sen, John Sherman
Cooper. Both have primary oppo-
sition, but have been so certain or
nomination that neither has tioth-
*red to campaign.
On the ballot against Barkl:y
are Jesse. Nicholas Ryan Cecil.
Louisville; James Logan Delk.
Frankfort, and Edward J. Hussey,
Louisville. Of these only Delk has
campaigned. His theme has been
that Barkley at 76 ii "too old to
go back to the Senate."
Cooper has two primary oppo-
nents, although neither has made
a statewide campaign. They are
G. Tom Hawkins, Elkhorn City,
and Willard Gilmoure Jones, Cov-
ington. Jones is unknown in politi-
cal circles. Hawkins is a perennial
candidate who has made unsuc-
cessful bids for the senatorial
nomination a half dozen times
Three Other Races
While national eyes are on the
senatorial race, state interest has
centered on three other races: the
fight for the Republican Congres-
sional nomination in the 8th Dis-
trict; the attempt of Pikeville's
James Wine to ailment Rep. Carl
Perkins. of Hindman, in the 7th
District, and the fight for the Re-
publican nomination for judge of
the state Court of Appeals in the
3rd Appellate District.
The 8th District race features
six candates for the GOP Con-
gressional nomination, and politi-
cians won't be greatly surprised
no matter who wins. Of the six.
only Granville Thomas. of Esse:a
has no known core of votes. The
other five are recognized political
powers, each with a wide follow-
ing
The field includes state Sen. Ed
P. Warriner, Albany; Common-
wealth's • Attorney Daniel Boone
Smith, Harlan; state Railroad Corn-
missumer Pleas W. Mabley,
Manchester; former Court of An-
neals Judge Eugene Siler, Wil-
lisburg, and former Congaeee-
al W. Howes Meade, London.
Meade, former congressman
from the 7th District. moved his
home to 'London a short time
ago. '
The stakes are high in the fight
which was touched off by tba de
cision of Rep. James S. Golden,
Pikeville. to retire from Congress:
The 8th is such a Republican
stronghold the primary winner
could expect to spend a lifetime in
Congress, since the district has a
habit of sending its representatives
back to Washington as often as
they want to go. Or. the winner
could use his 'Victory as stating-
Sward for the GOP nomination for
Governor next' year
Democratic Primary Novel
The 8th also has a three-candi-
date Democratic primary on its
hands, featuring Lyle L. Willis,
Corbin; Mitchel S Fannin, Whet
Icy City, and Otis C. Amis, Lex-
ington. The Democratic primary
is something of a novelty, because
the district is so stronely Re-
publican Democrats sefdom care to
run.
In the 7th District Congressional
primary. Democrat Wine is staging
an uphill fight to defeat Perkins.
He has gained a measure of sup-
port in alninst every county be-
cause of factional splits among the
Democrats. But Perkins has the
firm support of the political
organization of Gov. Lawrence W.
Wetherby and the United Mine
Workers union: History also is on
Perkins' side. Political historians
say that never in Kentucky has
an incumbent Congressman been
•defeated in a primary.
The Court of Appeals race in the
3rd Appelate District is a re-
staging of last year's primary.
The two GOP candidates are H. K.
Spear. Sommerset. a former a.,
nistatit state attorney general, and
Ossso Stanley, Bardstown, a com-
missioner for the high court. Spear
defeated Stanley last year 10,729 to
Verne Kyle
Is Rotary
Speaker
Alb
Verne Kyle. general manage: of
the Murray Manufacturing Compa-
ny, and Rotarian, was the speaker
yesterday at the regular meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mr. Kyle spoke on the impor-
tance of regular attendance. and
-
Verne Kyle
the benefits that are derived from
it
"Regular attendance gives one
an opportunity 12share in the
service of Kyle said.
Other benefits he listed were: much
information is received.,, which.
otherwise would not, relaxation
and fellowship is obtained.
He said a great deal can be
received just by being 'Oesent rt
the meetings.
Kyle read the Rotary rules of
attendance, and announced that
the first meeting of each month
will be designated as 100 per cent
day.
The attendance of the club is in
the lower 90's normally.
. Visiting Rotarian was Bob Mar-
shall of Vicksburg. Mississippi.
Gene Landoll was the guest of h.s
fathiar-in-law, George H,art. Al
Vogle was a guest of Karl Warm-
ing.
Almo Plays
On Sunday
The Almo Baseball team will
meet with Princeton or Grand
Rivers on. the Almo Court Sundry
Afternoon at 2:30. This will be the
first game of the play off. 
-
Princeton and Grand Rivers are
both tied for third place and it is
not known as yet who wills meet
Almo who is in second place or
Salem who is in first Place:
Baseball fans are tirced to see
this game which will be a thriller
with either one of these teams.
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WHITHER SMALL BUSINF-SS?
Merger of two of the nation's largest steel companies
serves to remind us consolidations are the order of the
day in a great many industries and the public is wonder-
ing what the future of small business will be.
Volume -seems to be the only avenue to profits tinder
present labor conditions, and since income tax schedules
for corporations have been revised, and the excess pro-
fits tax repealed, many firms regard mergers as their
best bet for future profits.
The public has been well served in the past by huge
corporations and some of our greatest developments in
'science and chemistry would have been impossible with-
out large financial resources available only to large
corporations, but thus far small business has prospered
right along with the growth of the giants.
When it comes to the point w here. thousands of small
corporations and individually-owned factories and com-
mercial houses can earn satisfactory profits only by
pooling their resources with others the time has come
for Congress to take another look at some of the laws
it has passed during the last twenty years.
We have boasted that the private enterprise system
is so tough it can withstand all the abuse heaped upon
it 'by unscientific tax laws and such social laws as wage
and hour, unemployment compensation and old age
Pensions. But maybe, after all, only the big corporations
can handle such laws and survive in normal times. And
maybe also ,the„,ragaallitre.sissusarais--hauss-awssatarost• issAjoiss-
per under thee* laws hi recent years because conditions
have been everything but normal.
We despfaaeism as much as we do communism.
But what we may not 'realize is that fascism s a real
threat. It may not be as serious`a threat as communism
but if, and ahem, the time cotnes that big rorporatIons
are the only ones that can meet federal Lax and labor
laws, the time has come to change them.
We have always believed that laws should be temper-
ed to meet the needs of small business. We; have or
believed thit small business is just a important to the
nation's economy. as big businesdh-There are soma goods
and services that can be provided better by big hitsi-'
nese but there are literally thsgpands that can be Pro-
vided by small business. • •
The big outfit can pay any tax rate or any wage
scale that may be imposed upon it because it is simple to
add these costs to the price of the'product manufactur-
ed. It is not simple for the little manufacturer or the
small business man.
It would be ironical to wake up some fine day tnd
- discover the so-called -liberals- we have been tupport-
ing ever since 1932 are actually the most fascist-minded
politicians in public life. We may discover that thek
have carried us down the i•oad state corporation
owned, or subsidized, industry just like Mussolini and
Hitler led their countries into it a generation ago.
Twenty years ago you could count the men In Calloway County
who had and could use bait casting outfits on the fingers of both
your hands. Today a census count could not number the. casting
rigs or users in the county. This remarkable stride in the sales and
use of this type gear mightebe attributed to the fact that Kentucky
Lake is with us, but really it was education to the acceptance of
something new here, and untried before, that brought otout the
change that resulted in more fish for the skillet. The advent of
bait casting in this section of Kentucky was as rriu.M e boon to
fishing as the cane pole was to the line-in-hand-method. And, the
flyrod fishermen stand in a class to themselves, it requiring years of
patient practice, expensive equipment, and plenty of intestinal
fortitude to master the art of placing a feather in a ti.:vse foot
circle at sixty feet. The majority of flyrod owners will never be
able to acccunplish such a feat. But there is an inexpensive gear
available that will make bait casting outfits as obaolete as cane
poles. and fly fishermen envious to perform the feats this method
w,11 enable one to produce relatively easy.
SPINNING CAN MAKE NOVICE EXPERTS
I personally am a spin fisherman. so please overlook my prejudice.
but do consider a few Of the merits of spinning over other popular
types, and methods of fishing used today. There are comparatively
few spinning men that fish Kentucky Lake; they are as scarce today
as the bait casters were twenty years ago. Yet. spinning gear can
perform all that bait casting outfits can do plus the nuifiority of
the benefits fly fishermen have. I hope
that I can nokle your nii,ousity e-
nough so that you will want a closer
look at some spin equipment in one of
our /oral shops.
My spinning roi wad reel is two
years old. and I wouldn't swap it
for half a dozen bait casting outfits.
was told that I wouldn't like it
until I ,had tried it for a while, but
my first day cut sold me completely.
I was fishing with three other fellows for !auger pike, one got I.
the others 0 with their bait casting rigs. I strung 27 all taken on
6 lb. rtionofilament line. I attilbute this success to the fact that there
was no difficulty in being able to control my casts completely, the
Invisible line and the small water resistance the thin Pine had.
With the heavy weights it took to -get out" to where the fish were
with casting outfits these things were impossible to the average
fisherman
1WANTED BY THE FBI LILA MAY NAIL visit atlases Mrs. lamesRisstIoss. -Doodlebug,- -Doodies," mid
ethers
U.10.4.1 Elisio 14 0.0.d proseciation
( • *Ober, ) -resarbetrt.g.
DESCRIPTION hiorn Has 21,
1 • . r.,, A:a , height, Y feet
2 usthas, weight. 115 pounds, build.
medium, hair, dark boosts naturally
wavy. eves, brown; compteston, olive;
race. white, nationality, American: occu-
pations, hat chesit girl. waitress, !taxer,*
model, sears and -larks, two pockmarks.
one no corner of right eye one on left
cheek. remarks, speaks with sokthern
accent
A Federal complaint was bled at Chi-
mp., lii, on May 14, 1955,
SHEk.P FOR SALE
We have decided that we will not hold an auc-
tion sale of sheep this year, however, we have for
sale a number of registered yearling Hampshire and
Suffolk rams and more than 200 Montana black
face yearling ewes. Rams are tops and good enough
to head a flokk an4 the ewes are larg type with
heavy bone and good enough for anyone to betted..
These sheep can be seen on my farm located on
Highway 41 just 8 miles North of HoPkinsville, Ky.
Either I will be there by appointment or someone
on the farm will show and sell the sheep at anytime.
BASIL M. BROOKS
Madisonville, Ky.
Telephone_Day 63, Night 98
BEGAN IN ENGLAND
• -• • • • • -
• , 
•
Shorty before World or War I. there was' a revolodonary type of
fixed-spool reel invented by a cotton mill owner named Illingworth.
Over there they called the method -fixed-spoOl" or -thread-line"
fishing. The word -spinning' Is strictly an American aPpellation,
which in Er.gland refers simply to a form of bait casting. The French
aver* the nrfirst,itoadapt the new, idea and' they made many improve-
ments in rods. reels. Ildea arid lure manufa.-turing. The flex' country
to get on the band wagon was Italy. after the Italians the Swiss
worked themselves into the deal. Ali this perfection of material and
operat,on was done before most American fishermen %vele aware
that were behind in fish:ng m.thods
,
BACHE BROWN' I • * •
•"
propainca
till the hares pktur-
ed at the tell are the
products of the Aires
orporstion. 1440 t'best-
not Avenue, Hillside 5,
ni J. Re that yen will
know what to ask for
at v•ur sports shop if
you see one that you
like, herr are tb%
names and prtees. The
501 *um be es are lures
kaged in hoses. the
IWO numbers are lures
an earns V' SO the
card. t512,111!) Aires
Gold Digger, 3.!r: 1511E-
316.616 
sic Aires One-Eyed
WM:drier. 65c: 1546 te
5441 Aires Ruegle. 115e:
(Me to 564i Afros Pup-
il. 111.15; 1516.616i Aires
Merry Widow. 65ei
(532.622s Aires Baby
Widow. Sk: 1121 to 521
521 to W.3. 534.634)
Aires Pendia Perch',
53e, Jumbo. 73r: (5711-
'75s:sir:so Atreit Fete-
kin. 85e. extra skins.
to 531, 1121i
to 631 t Aires Baby
Wohbler. Me: 1579.6/51
kIres Bait Sphere, 115e.
These bade pktured
are net a drop In Use
bucket to the full se-
lection of l• pm, and
patterns mainsfac lured
by Aires. All their spinners are equipped with ettlier 'sickle or brass
spinners and ether optional additions. If youp eyes are 'spinning"
.t.t the sight of so many lure* let sae hetp on pick one (int. That
little .tires Preska Pert he just above the Er 'skin is, in my
estimation, the heist or,. ph toted In fart, the best fresh a etre bait
Aires makes. About tao months Igo 1 ass Milling off the rocks
at Kentucky Dam I would walk up and down the roclis asking
people how they mere doing When I found someone who said
"thee 're not biting today-, and most evronne had that on their
lips, 1 would flip out my Preska Pert he and bring in a treliDie or
a stripe bass or sometimes a arnailmnoth. Each time I yr meld hand
the fish to the fellow I a as talking to arid walk ow down lite way.
That seas 1%0 hours of the hest fishing foil I have ever had. I ran
imagine that the hail shops were swamped for theme h4tle Pr.. but
'••SC aollg nonal •1 Ofl rtndlif ..•••• ia grarha '11asnaa. Mkt
Know loser Baits?
By BEN ROVIN
The man most responsible for spinning in t is Bache
Hamiton Brpwr. In Lai, '30a he retu cc intent
upon manufacturing spleMnit et:Whale:1i in .witnessed
the method there and thanking that it could !here. His
company, .the 'Aires Corporatist% a division orporation,
was the first American Spin equgpment manufacturer Due to the
efforts of Brown. spinning became a popular fishing Method in
come I the U S Today the Aire,' Corp is the leader of
the American mincing manufacturers They make the famous
REASTSRESI. ARISTOCHAT 1$23N11, the VAGABOND 1$17501 and
the BACHE BROWN SPINSTER 95t. all tops in fresh wattot
spinning reels Aire: also manufactures companion rods for each
of these reels
Sae
330 f* 354
20 Years Ago This Week
Ladger and Times File
August • 2, 1934
Two persons will face wilful murder charges in the
3alloway County Circuit Court which opens here Mon-
say.
One of the county's most prominent citizens died
Wednesday when R. C. "Dick" Montgomery passed
sway at his home two miles east of Concord.
Raising of the state per capita for schools from a-
round $6 to nearly $12 will mean approximately $24,-
000 more for the 'schools of Calloway County, figures
compiled in Frankfort show.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Futrell are the proud parents .sf
a girl born Thursday, July 26. The infant has been nam-
ed Nelle Elizabeth.
Several young women of Murray enjoyed a tunrise
breakfast and swimming at Peggy Ann Springs last
Friday morning. Miss Robbie Mae Broach was hostess
for the outing.
"If you wish for winter in the -summertime and turn-
trier in the wintertime then you are a normal human
being" says Joe Lovett in his column, "Just Jots."
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
August 3, 1944
Drought breaking rain and crop damaging hail last
Friday night coupled together to hit this Western Ken-
tucky county of Calloway.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCuiston, New Concord, have
received from the Navy Department the Purple Heart
certificate which states that the medal has been award-
ed posthumously to their son, Seamon First Class Gordon
Washam McCuiston who was killed in action off the
Marshall Islands in February of this year.
Miss Dorothy Nell Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Jones, was married to Sgt. Thomas E. Martin, on
Saturday, July 15.
Miss Sara Ruth Rhodes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Rhodes, has gone to Camp Minuvanca, Shelby,
Mich., for two weeks. Enroute she will visit in Detroit,
Mich. _
Miss Jean Thomas in her recent notable book, 'The
Blue Ridge Country" depicts the hfe of 'the mountain
fieoas14lfl Tenekemerep* EilettalipySiAlietOmolin.ad and
..t
Ceorgia. In the bok she includes"'" -sketch of a local
person, James M. Thomas .of near Midway.
Maj. Ray G. Stark, son of Dr. and Mrs.- J. V. Eterk,
of Eirksey, has been overseas for more than :wo years
and is now somewhere in Italy. He is wing sargeol .11
the 51st Troop Carrier Wing.
521 so 5234611444
6219.623
334,634
575.5's,
6.74 5,75
Five Years Ago Todgyi
- Ledior And Times File
Angnst 6, 149
.A nist4i4um to heirry te is the record through Callo-
way Coutity• today as ousands of persons here go to
the polls tci elect -and city officials.
Quito, Ecuador_(UP)_The death toll in the earth-
quake which devasted Central Ecuador yesterday has
climbed to 660 persons. Some 5,000 persons were In-
jured. •
Mary Miller Ellis of Calloway County was chosen IS
a medal camper at the annual Western Kentucky 4-H
Camp on the campus of Murray State College. The camp
roncluded yesterday.
Yugoslavia_ ( arshall Tito
capital today defiantly confident that
ready to fight any invader that tries
of Yugoslav soil.
President Truman put
OGDENSBURG PREPARES
FOR NEW SEAWAY
OGDENSBURG, ' N. Y. -
This northern New York com-
munity expects a great increase in
population within the next few
years because of the proposed St.
Lawrence Seaway.
Officials have gone so far as to
prepare to increase the police hive
and enlarge the jail.
The city council has asked that
a study be made .for an annex to
the present jail and that new ex-
aminations be given for police-
men. There aren't any vacancie
on the police force at present.
• Recruits Wanted •
For .
Paris, Tennessee
National Guard Unit
Company E. 117th Inf.
Will leave for camp in
about two weeks.
Contact Armory at Porter
Court, North edge of Paris.
Meeting each Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m.
is back in his.
he has an army
to take an Inch
new pressure on Congress
today to do something about the Federal Aid to edu-
cation program shelved after a hot religious contro-
rersy.
The Murray High PTA held a benefit card party at
the homes of Mrs. W. Z. Carter and Mrs. Vernon Hale
yesterday.
are goad, but for all around and everyday fishing sake that
rr every time
THROW A FEATHER FORTY FEET
You can do it with spinning equipment. Spin fishermen can Ilse
everything from weightless flies, with the help - of a clear plastic
bubble, to the 5-8 ounce baits of- bait casters. The most • popular
weights. however, are in the 1-4 ounce class See "Know Your Baits',"
above. Greater dillitance, equal accuracy, and higher fish p7-oduction
are yours for the taking in spin fishing.
You fish more and lose your temper less when you are a spinnins
addict too. For, in this method there are no backlashes to iontangle,
no kaders to tte on and no worries about fish catching posrabilities.
With my Aires Spinster outfit. I have landed three times ns many
fish as anyone else in the party on numerous occasions, an.1 made
bait casters eyes pop to see the crappie strings taken -on spin
equipment when they were doing "Fair, got six so far."
This word of caution! There are many fly-by-night manufacturers
making spin equipment that looks good, but if you are gong to h.
satisfied with your new spinning adventures, stick to the well known
brands. You won't be sorry then. The Aires Corporati.'n hasn",
paid me a dime. or given me anything they make: I use their rod
and_reel and have found Its perfoi-mance perfect for to.ici' years.
I say that you can't go wrohg there.
GO GET THOSE BASS, HERE'S A TIP TO DO IT
Now is the time to be getting those striped bass. They art cutting
Kentucky Lake to pieces, and are waiting for your pinner offering.
The better part of fishermen now are after stripes, and justifiably so.
but let's not forget those largemouth's. August is the time to. work
those top water lures for lunker black bass.
J 0 Reeves, our County Conservation Officer, rave lir, this Up
a couple of weeks ago. He said that the bass were hitting at night.
on surface lures IHe mentioned Lucky I3's and Hula Popper 11 fliih.c1
from the bank. Reeves told us to cast out 15 or 20 feet and. retrieve
.lowly. popping the lure at *bout two miAute intervals, J. O. said
that the bass will hit when the bait is about seven feet from the
bank He suggested rho. rocky points as the hest location for getang
GOT TO DE RO‘I 150 1 WC Mel. vii VI( "in 5 V" OKER:
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Today's Best Buys
FOUR ROOM BRICK home 5 :
miles north of Murray. 10 asres
lond. Good stock barn, 
poultry
abase. $5750.
LARGE COMMERCIAL BLDG.
near Court Square. $15,500. Shown
to interested party.
FIVE ROOM FRAME, basement,
shade trees, on North Highoa)•
*0,100 terms.
LARGE APARMENT,
Keating for $135 per
good Income for WOO.
15 rooms.
month. A
LARGE HO51E ON POPLAR. 5
oeuicoons. t7,00.1.
THREE BEDROOMS RANCH
type home near college. Modern,
te•I511 $13,500.
Is weep on East Highway. Joins
city limits. 5 room Stucco home.
WOO.
OIL STATION and garage, Rase.
Lease or sea.
LARGE LOT en Main. 3.5,050.
LARGE BUILDING fin rent on
Main. Long lease.
OTHER GOOD BUYS TOO
Nt'MEROUS TO MENTION
' • •
The▪ Wit:Poo: ,
INS. & RkAt.,13.1114.11
AGENCY
303 East Main St. Phone 842
ONLY , .
ON OLD BOX
tRADE-IN 
• • • • $100.
Bal. 9*--4•
NO DOWN PAYMENT]
UGRi°nreir? G"-C1SAOFIED4COLD
from Top to BOftOgn
SEE IT TODAY!
510051 113.1 133
This big i1.43 cubic-loot G-F-APP
Roto•Cold and famous
"Frost Limitor" automatic de-
frosting — gives you pleat, of
prongs spent. Aad just look at
Mew great new G-E features...'.
• Now odlintsatilo end maitre.
•Iito Doer SI•ote•i
• full-width /row,.
• Snicking Viegotalitii Onowiirs
• New evils-in Moot Drew.",
• Now 11111•1-Cir4o
Clap* Ito Treys
• lint-pre•f AlymialISS
$1.•Ir•a
• Ion*. Caosportwooil
• Awnionefk Ineortor Hee
risb
15 defir..... .6 " 14 to
foie I ..;710 fes
P•',rem
rat,,,,,,
.nn, b.
friosl oaf,
Iris& G Nonrr, to.,..1 od:irt
,004 and
aalawft.„ "
wan.
Automatic Defrosting Refrigerator
DIUGUIDIS
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Drought Committees
Compile Information
LEXINGTON 311 - County
drought committees Moss the
state today began comelling de-
tailed revaluation information on
the drought situation for submis-
sion to the Kentucky Drought
Emergency Committee.
The state committee yesterday
requested an immediate survey of
each county's conditions for sub-
mission to the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
James R. Rash Jr., rienderson,
chairman of the Kentucky Agri-
cultural Stabilization an Conser-
vetion Committee, said the state-
wide survey was requested so
counties asking for federal drought
disaster assistance could be help-
ed more quickly.
Conditions Spotty
The drought emergency commit.
tee met in a special meeting here
yesterday tp discuss drought
problems. Nine field agents gave
reports showing that drourht con-
JUUET $575.00lag $175.00
FURCHES
Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phone 1934
-•••••
TV Schedule
Mpg TV
Copyright 1954
SUNDAY. a..
10:00 Youth Wants I.now
10:30 Frontiers of Faich
11:00 'To Do Announced
11:30 To Be Announced
12:00 This Is The Life
12:30 Focus
1:00 Cowboy G- Men
1.30 Zoo Parade
200 Hall of Fame
ditions at present are spotty and
•;?ften vary widely within the same
county, Federal Linn experts at
Louisville 'reported similar find-
ings Tuesday.
The field agents said recent
rains, which continued through
yesterday, made a revaluation of
the state drought situation neces-
sary.
All regional agents sai:1 recent
reins were extremely benificial to
pastures. They agreed, however,
that regardless of recent rains or
the possibility of more rains, a
hay shortage still will exist in the
state
The emergency cammIttee plans
to meet here again Aug. 25 but
will meet sooner if the drought
situation demands earlier action.
MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In
FRIDAY dr SATURDAY
— Double Feature
"WOMAN THEY ALMOST
LYNCHED"
with John Lund
PLUS
"WAC FROM WALLA
WALLA"
starring Judy Canova
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"MA AND PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR"
starring Marjorie Main
and Percy McBride
MAX H. aiy•RciflLL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulaasei Sorvice
sguinod MU* Oxygen
311 N. 4th St Murray, K. name 91
1111 FILIENDLII IFTINELAL 11011Iir
Murray Drive - In TheatreHighway Junction 641 and 121
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Jeanne CRAIN Dale ROBERTSON
CITY OFillIAD MEN
Y-Pox TECHNICOLOR
SATURDAY
For Sale
We can offer you a nice rock three bed room house,large living room, dining room and a large kitchen
with lots of nice cabinets. This beautiful horns has
complete bath, electric pump en fine well of water
and is located on 24 acres of good land 9 miles
north of Murray on U.S. Hi-way 641.
This is a wonderful opportunity for any one desiring
a modern home and small acreage. The price is
strictly reasonable and you should investigate this
property at your earliest convenience.
We also offer you a lovely home in Murray, locatedbn South 13th Street. This lovely home consists of 3bed rooms, large living room and an extra largekitchen, with lots of beautiful cabinets. Two bath
rooms, garage attached and an extra large lot, sizebeing 841/2x477 feet.
This home has electric heat throughout and, it is thome you will admire. There is also a sizeable G.I.loan on this property which could be transferred ifyou so desire. Please investigate this lovely home atyour earliest convenience.
We specialize in G.I. and F.H.A. loans and, if youdesire either in the City limits of Murray, we wouldbe glad to discuss either type of loan with you.
BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Peoples Bank Bldg. Phones 122, Nit, 716
wow'
•••-• mon •-••••
semmer7ellerele•
 `•••
3:30 Kukla, Fran, and (DUO
3:00 Minnie Pearl's Panel
3:30 The World This Week
4:00 Winchell-Mahoney Show
4:30 Mr. Peepers
5:00 Comedy Hour
5.00 TV Play;house
8:110 Movlettme-
"Deputy Marshail"
9:30 Loretta Young Show
WMC-TV
SUNDAY,
9:45 This IS The Ltse
10:15 Capt. Hartz
10:30 Frontiers of Faith
11:00 Zoo Parade
11:30 Your Future Unlimited
12:00 Capitol News,
12:30 To Be Announced
12:45 Industry on Parade
1:00 Memphis Makes Music
1:30 Stu Edwin
2:00 Pride of the Family
2:30 Ethel ,and Albert
3:00 Meet The Press
3:30 Roy Rogers
4:00 Paul Winchell
7:00 Liberace
7:30 Inner Sanctum
4:30 Mr. Peepers
5:00 Comedy Hour
8:00 TV Playhouse
7:00 Racket Squad
7:30 Badge 714
••••••• ••••••••• • •• .••••• ••,••••••••••*01.•• •••••••••••6 S •••• •••••••••••=1111••••
•
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THE I.sEDGER 'AND TIMES,
5:00 Story Theatre
8:90 News
8:40 Weather
8:45 News Weekly
Rt00 Colonel Flack
9:30 News
9:45 To Be Announced
11:00 Sign Off
WElli-TV
SUNDAY,
Copyright 1954
12:30 Herald of Truth
1:00 Man of the Week
1:30 Youth Takes a Stand
2:00 Super Circus
3:00 Know Your 13ible
3.30 You Are There
4:00 Life With Father
4:30 Private Secretary
5:00 Ed Sullivan
8:00 G.E. Theatre
8:30 Man Behind the Badge
7.00 The Web,
7:30 What's My Line
8:00 Steal Hour
9:00 Dr. ,I.Q.
9:30 The Pastor'e Study
Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
SIGNING OVER SUEZ TO EGYPT
La Cairo, Premier Gamai Andel Sasser (right) signs for. Egypt.
BrIUsh War Minister Anthony Head (left) waits to alga.'
Cyprus with relation to Sues. Greece is pressing self-rule
for Cyprus In the UN. Cypriots favor union with Greece.
RRITAIN'S COLONIAL contraction in the Mediterranean I, illustrated
bars. The agreement signed in Cairo provides for remelikal of
Britain's Sues garrison of nearly 80,000 troops within 20 months,
and for reactivation of the base if Turkey or the Arab states are
attacked. Elimination of Suez as a base makes Cyprus even more
inmortant to Britain.
'FAREWELL' SAID, STAY GRANTED
MRS. FRANCIS COUTURIER, Los Angeles divorcee and mother of
two children, walks from San Quentin prison in California after
"farewell" interview with Caryl Chessman (inset), convicted
kidneper-rapist, before he won an Indefinite stay of execution.
It came leas than 24 hours before he was to enter the gas chamber.
Chessman, 32, haa been in "death row" six years, and this Is his
fourth stay. During that Urns a romance developed between him
and Mrs. Couturier, (International Roundoltotos
•
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HE'S HELD IN 'PERFECT CRIfilt
RONALD BLUMENTHAL, 19, Is fingerprinted In Brookline, Mass.,
after telling authorities that he was seized "by an obsession" when
he beat and stabbed to death Mrs. Ora Schonarth, 52, divorcee
and former dress shop proprietor. He went to her home to have
a coat mended. Later he told a girl friend he had committed "the
perfect crime." and she called her parents, who in turn called
the prosecutor.
190$
1912
1917
1921
•
1922
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LAKEVIEW
BILL
SAYS
People are always ask-
ing what's the best road
—the shortest route_
from here to there. How
should I know _ my°
leash only reaches to
the gas pumps.
BILL'S STANDARD
STATION
Across From Postoffice
•
DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"POWDER RIVER"
In Technicolor
starring Rory Calhoun,
Corinne Calvet, Cameron
Mitchell
SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature —
"FIGHTER ATTACK"
in Color With
Sterling Hayden
PLUS
"TRAIL of the ARROW"
starring Guy Madison
and Andy Devine
SUNDAY & MONDAY
Jennifer Jones, Charlton
Heston, Karl Malden in
"RUBY GENTRY"
After selling Speed Queen for almost 20 years, I
can assure you the company and the Speed Queen wash-
er have the customer at heart. Therefore, may I person-
ally recommend that the next washer you buy be a
Speed Queen, either automatic or wringer type.
M. G. Richardson
SINCE 1908
has been building
DEPENDABLE
honie I tindri equipment
N \ t
I th ROY 111,PAIRAVOW= AKD mut
•
From the best of the old comes the best of the new! Ever sous
the first hand-powered washer of 1908, Speed Queen hos
been improving model after model to give A,n.q,co's millions
of hornemaken tfw. b_1$4 bsy in modern home laundry equip-
ment. Hi9her value. better washability and low vpkeop c01-
these are the three big _things Speed
• -1 Queen gives to every Speed Queen
user. Today this is more true thou
ever . . . because the amazing
"Royal Pair" Automatic Washer and
Dryer represent the lop' word in
automatic equipment to wash and
dry clothes. By all moons, before
you buy a new washer, dryer, or
ironer, see the
new Speed
Queen 
mo els. $9995
Washer prices
skirt at . . . .
1954
19'27
1rAll
193$
1945
seis
•
Murray Appliance Co.
•
•
Telephone 74
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor . . . Phone 55 or 694-W-3
Club News Activates
Weddings Locals
To BeMarried AugUst 15
Miss Nelle Elizabeth Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. Brigham Futrell of Murray are tn-
nouncing the enkagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Nelle Elizabeth, to Mr. Gus Mac
Gamble sun of_Mrs Karlcis Roliera  of Ma4964,d_ltaute
Six.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High 'School
and attended Murray State College. She is now employed
by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany in Murray.
Mr. Gamble geaduated from Sedalia High School and
served for four years in the Army Air Force with over-
seas duty. He is now employed by the Illinois Central
itailroad Company with headquarters In Paducah.
The wedding will be solemnized Sunday, August 15,
at three o'clock in the afternoon at the Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church. All relatives and friends are cordially in-
vited to attend.
Personals
Mrs. G B. Sc....ht ,or,, G
Scott. Jr.. will leave Saturday
morreng from Futon to Chicago.
Ill. where they will attend the
Walgreen Agency conventien. They
will probably return home or.
Tuesday.
• • • •
Mrs. A. A. Doherty is in Rich-
mond this week attending the
Kentucky Education Menciational
planningjeonterence- She is repre-
eenting Murray H:gh SchooL
• .• • •
Mr aria Mn. Arvin Hill of
Dexter Mute One are Ile parents
-den/titer- - 'weighing 
- -nine
Alethodist Youth
Fellowship Meets
On Tuesday Evening
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
of the Coles Camp Ground Meth-
odist Church held its regular meet-
ing Thesday evening, July 27. with
members of the Mt. Carmel and
IC:Hwy MY!' present
An enjoyable program was pre-
sented as follows: Quartet com-
posed of Sue Culver. Carolyn
Pierce, Betty Smith and Gwendo-
lyn Pierce; trio compose,: of Joyce
Ola Mae and Pauline Bur-
keen; devotion by Linda Rile with
Marvin Scott keeling in prayer;
group singing led by filly Joe
Hale achompanied by Joyce Sa-
wa on the piano.
Recreation and refreshments
were enjoyed in the basement. The
; next meeting will be held the
I fourth Thursday night ir. August
at seven-thirty o'clock. Ihrerymie
is welcome to attend.
Those present at the July meet-
ing were Barry Hale. Je:ry Las
sit*, Alton Swift, Don Swift, Billy
Srn ith. Betty Smith. Ted Lovett.
Rudy Lovett. Gwendolyr, Pierce,
! Carolyn Pierce, Elvin Creche. AO/l-
aid Crouse, Ola Burkeee, Pauline
Burkeen. Larry Lyles, Eugene
Manning, Deloise Crouse, Fanny
scs.m...Petc Scott. Billy Cnekt
ry Farris. Dotty Farris, Bcyd Far-
ris. IL. Hopkins. Sue Culver, Joyce
Panel, Wanda Taylor, Myrna Har-
ps, Linda Hale. Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Hale. Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett,
Mrs. Boyd Bizzell and Bro. Orval
Easley.
Mrs. Clyde Jones
Hostess For Meet
,Of Group 11 CWF
tvrwri-- ctycr. issPrzrfftrg
home on Narth Sixth Street for
the meeting of Group II of the
Christian lionten's Fellowship of
the First Chrnstian Church held
Toeuday afternoon. 
 i
The devotion was given by Mrs
Dave Hopkins The weaker for
the afternoon was Miw Virginia
' Hay who presented a viry inter-
p. .• en • narned Dor.s
Gail. born at the Murray Hospital
Thursday. July 29.
• • • •
Annie Deborah is the name chos-
en by Mr and Mn. Edward Eu-
gene Peal of Dover. Tern.. Route
Two, ter their baby girl weighing!
eight pounds one ounce born at ,
the Murray Hospital Thursday,
July 29.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. James Riley
Cunnaigham of Aboo announce the,
birth of a son. Michael Wayne.
weighine c.ght pounds to o ounces.
born at the Murray Hospital.
ThIrrsdaY. J y 29
Alit C0\01110\(1)
NNW.
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Lottie Moon Circle
has Meeting At The
Home Mrs. Russell
The home of Mrs. A. W Russell
on Fast Main Street was the scene
of the meeting of the Lottie
Moon Circle of the Woman's Mis-
sionary Societe of the First Bap-
tist Church held Monday evening
at seven-thirty o'clock.
"Indonesia" was the subject of
the program presented at the
meeting with Mrs Purdom Outland
as the leader. The scriphire read-
ing was by Mrs. Eugene Tarry Jr.
Those presenting parts on the
program were Mrs. Allen McCoy,
Mrs. G.. B. Jones, Mrs. Ray Brown-
field. Mrs. J. M. Converse, and
Mrs. A. W. RuseelL
The chairman, Mrs. Paul Perdue,
presided at the meeting
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the hostes-
ses. Mrs. Russell and Mrs. Perdue.
to those present.
• • • •
I - Social Calendar -
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CHOOSING THE BEST
One cannot exercise too much
care and wisdom in the making
of life's numerous choices. There-
fore, the Christian should guard
against allowing the good tu be-
come the enemy of the best. If he
will only strive diligently to culti-
vate the habit of choosing the best,
he will discover that his spiritual
growth will be far more hgaltny
and his Christian service will be
much more satisfactory.
Matthew 6:25-33.
This passage is a part of the
Sermon on the Mount, whicn is
one of the most solemn and in-
structive portions of the Word. It
reminds us that two things harszs
the minds of people, anxiety about
today and fear tomorrow. Our
Lord is not telling us that intel-
ligent forethought and industry in
providing far our daily needs and
the needs of our loved ones are
not good and proper, but He is
warning us against the sin cf
worry.
Our Lord plainly shows that the
antidote for worry is trust in God.
Worry is simply a distrust of God.Monday, August 9 Worry is due to one's thinkingThe Euzelian Sunday School that God is either incapable ofClass of the First Baptist Church supplying his needs or that HeMiss Onnie Skinner, tea.her. will will forget to do so. In the men-
meethathths. Murray City Park ot rare that one is anIrtoue about lilt
six-thirty o'clock material needs, he shows a lack
• • • •
of faith in the ability, love and
Tuesday, August Id willingness of God. Regardless of
Murray Star chapter No. 433 what thought- or concern one ex-
Order of the Eastern Star will ercises concerning material needs,
meet at the Masonic Hall at they can only be provided accord-
eight o'clock. ing to His will. He insists that
• • • • life is more than things, therefore,
The Sunbeams of the Five Point they should be our servants in-
Mission will meet at the Baptist stead of our masters.
Student Center at three-thirty o'.•
clock. In His attempt to get us to live
• • • •
Circles of the- WMS of the First
Baptist Church will meet at two-
th.rty o'clock as follows: I with
-1411Ir'w Buirrit -vitt Dirt'
Morns: IN with Mrs. ff.' a
Outland. IV with Mrs. Will Rose,
eating ana inspiring program.
Mrs. R. C. Coin conducted the
business session.
The hostess served a delightful
party plate to each of the sixteen_
members and lavo visitors present.
without anxiety, our Lord points
us to nature for some good examp-
les. The fowls of the air neither
sow or reap, and yet these do Inrit
tiusagep. TO.laiseireln nerworry
about what they shall eat and
drink, and yet God takes care of
them: Since these inferior crea-
tures are fiat by the Heavenly
Father, without a care on their
part, He will certainly be mindLil
of His children and feed them.
Furthermore, the lovely lilies
-preach a wonderfully convinciag
sermon against our care:lied,
,harassed and troubled lives. The
lilies are submissive to the divine
will. They appropriate what God
provides and share it with others.
We are impressed with the fact
that the lilies are just what they
seem to be and no more. What a
fine virtue is genuineness! How
repellent is hypocrisy and insin-
cerity. What poor creatures we
become when we try to pose as
other than we are, and to impress
people as being what we are iml!
Our Lord's illustration of the
carefree birds and the untoiling
lilies indicates that anxiety is
unnecessary on the pert of the
children of God, for our Heavenly
Father knows all of our needs. As
certainly as He feeds the birds and
clothes the flowers, He will feed
and clothe the Christian. Since He
cares for the least of His creatures,
He certainly will care for those
who trust in Him.
Christ is saying that the first
step toward getting' what we need
in life is a proper relationship to
God and His program. Right re-
lationship to God and devotion. to
Him and His way of life for us
will insure happy, useful and suc-
cessful living. Our Lord commands
us to put first things first. So
many put last things first, but
really- Intehd to attend to first
things by and by. Primary things
are frequently neglected because
ef absorption in things which are
secondary. Unless His command, to
seek first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness, is obeyed, the
promise will not be fulfilled.
Give God His rightful place in
your life and He will see to it
that all these things will be added.
Lack of trust in film reminds us
the words of Elizabeth Cheney.
"Said the Robin to the Sparrow:
'I should really like to know
Why thew. prix.qqg *man' jrings
t%sh 4.4r
said thi Spiri4Q --frice
'Friend, I think that it must. be
That they have no Heavenly
Father
Such as esres for you and inc."
Philippians
Pi..' was moved to pray for the
F'hilippian Christians. They loved
the Lord and His apostle devotedly,
and expressed their love by shar-
ing tills gospel of Christ with
others7-Paul prayed that the full
tide of their love might be con-
fined to the proper channels and
kept free from all that was selfish
and impure. He prayed that their
love might grow richer in two
respects, in an accurate knowledge
of the right and in an unusual
alertness in applying such a know-
ledge to the daily experiences of
life.
Awl also prayre that they might
have a discern...4g love, or the abi-
lity to detect the good from the
bad, even if they looked alike. He
longed for them to have a trans-
parent love, or to be known on
the outside for what they were on
the inside. A sincere Christian is
one who does not have anything
made up in his life; he is jurt
what people see him to be seven
days each week. There is no place
for hypocrisy in the life of a child
of God. Paul also asked the Lord
that the Philippians might be fil-
led with the fruits of righteous-
ness, as a result of their union
with Christ.
Philippians 4:3.
This exhortation is meant fo-
St. Martins
In-The-Fields
Episcopal Church
204 N. 5th St.
MAYFIELD. KY.
Rev. Frank Q. Cayce
Minister-In-Charge
every believer in Christ In it
Paul challenges all Christians td
cultivate elevating thoughts. He
urges us to meditate on the things
which are worthy of praise-0me1
that are true, honest, just, lovely,
and of good report. As Christians
we should strive to be as much
like our Lord now as it is pas
sible for us to be, looking forward
to the time when we shall be just
like Him.
rolls victims se0111•010Wl
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95 DRWE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Double Feature —
Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello in
"MEET DR. JEKYLL and
Mr. HYDE"
PLUS
"NO ESCAPE"
with Lew Ayres, Sonny
Tuts, Marjorie Steele
— -
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mason
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Morning prayer and ser- Jennifer Jones, Gina
mon, Sundays 11. a.m. Lollobrigida
Church School 10 a.m. (First Run In This Vicinity)
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Look at the Sway bonus you get in the
car that's sweeping the nation!
1 You get the car that's
styled for tomorrow.-.
••••••••••••....... •••••........4••••11
for 22 9638 *delivered
saiy , locally!
In Buick today you find the fresh modern
beauty that will pattern the styling of
other cars yet to come. That's a major
reason for Buick's soaring success this
year. But note the low delivered price
shown here-that's the clincher. No other
car at so low a price gives you this
advanced styling - plus Buick's great
room, comfort, ride and VM power.
a-Gm...1w I ',view Mad.' OD, O•ri •••••
44,10.,4a41, Mae Gad lava saga. .1 se, alaltkoal Prkas mow Hail
• adialwas ••• •• latie•• ••••••• All whips
*WV,. eethemo wet.. Es..•• 4,4 awasalia
•H• ..eat ••• b••••e ., 'act, as
Ill•aer II &Farm . . . may WI 70.
4111.1.1111111.11.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I 
•
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•-•••••••••••■•-.02..aaa•La., •••••;A•lara...-
-
—.•••
2. You get the car that's a
sure high resale value
Of this you can he sure: the new Buick
you buy today will look modern next year,
too-because that broad panoramic wind-
shield will be appearing on other cars as
a 1955 feature. So with the new Buick you
buy now, you'll stay right up in the style
parade for years to come-and command
a higher resale price when you trade it in.
DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.
3. You get a bigger allowani
from our volume business
Regardless of price class, Buick today is
outselling all other cars in America except
two of the "low•price three." That's fact.
So with this tremendous sales volume, we
can offer you a higher trade-in allowance
when you buy a new Buick. Conic in, see
and drive Buick the beautiful buy. Then
see for yourself how our volume business
means a far bigger allowance for you.
WHEN BETTECI AUtOMORILIS All 10310 SUICk WILL WIlD .101
Murray, Ky.
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FOR SALE )
NNIE EDWARDS PROPERTY
Dexter. Prope-te conr'sts of
use and lot. Lot is 50 x 200 ft
ntact Claude Vick near Hardin
(a7p)
FOR SALE: HOUSE FURNISHED
or unfurnished 7 roosts, hell, bath
large lot. Very convervently lo
cated. Tel-1748 (a7p)
1941 N FORD PICKUP. A-1
conditlonl Priced right See at
East End Service Station, phone
999. (a9c)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yisstarday's Punif/
ACROSS
1—Harbor
6—Accomplish.
ment
5—Brawling
women
II—Amatory
13—Teutonle deity
14—Depressions In
cheeks
111—Negative
17—Scold
19—Tendon
20—Poem
21—Former
Russian ruler
114—Affirmativ•
0 vote
24—Ralsed
25—Th• clear sky
27—Pertaining to
the sun
ItS—Dress border
1110-8trok•
31—Sweethearts
33—Broad niece
scarf
15-1ie•sesely•
pronoun
311—Dine
Ili—Malay dagger
40—Worm
41—Deatk notices
43—Resort
44—Plural pronoun
46—Land of the
free
47—Liquid
measure
411 uleacest
(abbr.)
60— spar
12—Narrow, flat
board
63—Back of neck
DOWN
1—Brief
expression
DOM MOO RRD
AWUR AMOW DWO
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URAM2 RUM
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2—Conjunction
3—Crlinson
4—One of • pair
6—Liberate
6—Dawn goddess
7—Near
3—Kindling wood
9—Dispatched
.16—Besmircti
11—Fairies
12—Female •
college student
1S—Lift with lever
18—Collertsin-Speakers
22-4.ew Zealand
parrots
24—Inky
26—Large bird
28—Harvest
goddess
81—Assails
32—Mediterranean
vessel
311—Upperrnost
room in house
815—ruta
37—Vent Vete
39—Satisfy
4I—Leave out
12—Peruse
45—Indoneslan
tribesman
44—Collection of
farts
41—Indian
mulberry
61—Displaced
person (abbr.
•
%ffaming
le SYNOPSIS
A dated wrap yr paper marked
•Lielt• Lines, Cents 6, sends detective
Carney Wilde aboard e auxiary boat
oiling (rum Ciennabati is Mew Or-
me, as the nope of appeennedUsg one
sties Alexander Stewart This youth-
A clerk had sktiacunded with funds be-
slog to a bank in Philadelphia, and
the course of his flight had kIlled
policeman. as Wilde stealthily
arches Olibla b. be is surprised by
e sudden appearance of its occu•
nl. Miss Puzzle rcry, a prolesslesisl
utogyapher on her way to the Mardi
ras. The ta it. bandaume, se i f su f-
teat young career bulimia or
ni, at gun-point from bar room. Out
deck Carney chats with amiable
Id "Doc- Riggs, who genially refers
hirnscif as a scoundrel acid a con-
an, They are Joined by ea Bolt-
ick. • small-town basket, on holidaytth his wits. • tactless remark by
e vessel • captain, lets it be known
Carney Wilde is aboard on • man-/ t, and now pesaeogers and crew
9 n to avoid him As Wiide raoronelydere this new handicap • wireii Caputo Grocinick of the Phila-
,.eia pone* reaches bins Mary Vick.
th.. fugitive Stewart s girl-friend.to
- left home for • destination un•
nova. Car it his Wilde Wonders, that
a kiss Pomeroy in Cabin II Is in
lie the miming kary Vickers?
CHAPTER TWELVE
-You EVER meet anyone named
tin Smith?" I asked sourly. "Or
all your friends have exotic
es 7"
"Old John," Doc mused. "Now I
baven't thought of him for years,
Inot since I used to borrow his
"lame for use in hotel registers. We
toted to call him John the Man
kehen he was operating his em-
toriurn of euphoria in Carson'send, California, only • dry-man's
ppit from the blue laws of Santa
liartera. Huge feta 8b ook
bands once with Si Bull. Had
a routine salutation all his life
afterwards. 'Shake the hand that
shook the hand that scragged Gen-
et!! Custer.' Big fellow, as I said.
Bigger than you even, by an inch
or two." Then Doc cocked his head
and eyed me quizzically.
"All right," I grinned. "But Is
there a word of truth in anything
Wye said'"
"A word? Sure," Doc said read-
ily. "Old John really was big."
"That•s the true word?"
"The only one," Doc exploded in
a light flutter of laughter that
sounded like poppi ng balloons.
"Young fellow, you need a drink.
You're far too bright-e y ed and
alert for this time of day. A right-
eous man should be brooding on
his sins of yesterday. 1 recom•
mend a sparkling glass of Nattlies
nectar, a drink whose recipe Is so
secret that even I forget it half
the time. How about stepping
ashore and tossing . . ."
"Not today," she said in • light,
rippling voice.
I turned from the railing, and
she was approaching.
Doc bowed low and whipped off
his hat and said: "I remind my-
self of a pr e v lous engagement
which I shall make in Just a mo-
ment, if you will excuse me, Miss
Pomeroy."
lie walked off along the deck,
and I was still smiling when I
looked at her again.
We w a tched the roustabouts
bring in the big gangplank_ The
%oat shuddered as the eng 1 n e
iflArned over. Then we barked out
boo Uke river and ithe turned to
112,
ts.
THE LEPG,ER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SUMMER JEWELRY HALF-PRICE 
 
Good selection. Get ycurs while 1
they last — Molly Martin Shop.
talc)
BAR-B-QUE, POUND OR PIECE.
Friday, Saturday and Suroay. Also
commercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
B-Que, one mile, Hazel Highway.
(a7c)
LOT FOR SALE ON IRVAN
Street. 50x160. Price $550. See
owner at 1405ke West Man. a9p)
eLDCTRIC STOVE, GENERAL
Electric, 3 burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 969-W-3. (a9p)
ONE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn. See Fred McCiure, 300
Wood' awn. (a9c)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
"Match Me" shirts and pants—
Grays and khaki—Shirts CAS—
Pants $2.98. Shop & S ye Store
So, east corner of Cour* Square.
(a7ci
MONUMENTS. SOLID GRANITE.
large selection styles, siz^s, Call 85,
see at Calloway Monumeet Works,
Vester Orr. owner, West Hain neat
College. tfca24c)
WANTED
USED DRESSER (N(yT VANITY)
with mirror—or chest of drawers
Cali 1103 between 9 a .0 and 4
P m. (a6p)
Bus.„ Opportunities I
•
WANTED TO BORROW. PRIVATE
money at 13 per cent, eeeured be
business property. Write Box 32-0
rneyWilde
"You forgot this," she said Soft-
ly, and thrust the telegram into
my coat pocket "Who is Eli?"
friend," I said. "It was Ms
bank Stewart robbed," I said. "But
he sends regards."
"Don't look so grim," she said in
• voice that was almost a whis-
per: "I can't stand it. I get so
frlengee_ I
"For you," she said Insistently.
"It's, its not . . . oh, let's go and
get breakfast. I think I'm getting
hysterical."
"Not you," I said. I took her
arm in mine and we turned to-
ward the staircase. "But I'm sorry
about the ugly face. I was think-
ing about Charles Alexander Stew-
art"
"I know what you were think-
ing about."
I stepped back to let her go in
first and I watched her long
straight back, the erect, balanced
walk. She would know, 1 thought.
It wasn't sensible that she should,
but it was all of a piece with the
unlikely magic between us.
We sat at the far end, taking
two places together. Most of our
tablemates had finished. Miss Porn-
eroy heel decided on oatmeal, bacon
and waffles and some creamed
chicken.
"Hope I can make enongh money
to feed you properly," 1 said, tak-
ing up • beaker of orange juice.
"Oh, I always eat a big break-
fast," she said with a magnificent
smile. "It's the only meal I can
take my time with and really en-
joy. Lunches arid dinners are so
likely to become business things
But breakfast—ale breakfast is for
me."
I said: "You get up early. You
eat big breakfasts. Do you think
we could find something we like
in common?"
And again I could see only her
eyes as she turned to me, "Oh,
yes," she said.
"Amen," I agr eed. "But you
don't go for long walk); or grow
prize petunias or read Kafka, do
you'?"
"None of them," she answered
quickly. "1 take taxis and grow
older day by day and develop dis-
content in a small apartment and
1 read anything that comes my
way and a lot I have to go find."
"Ain't that wonderful?" I
breathed. "And just think how
many girls I might have picked
Who ..."
"You pick or get picked?" Rus-
sell slid into the chair opposite me.
"Poor fellow," he said lightly. "He
thinks he had something to say
about it."
"Crew has to sign the payroll to-
day," Russell said. "They'll be til-
ing into the purser's office all day.
You could park there and ogle
each one and I could promenade
the deck and point out the sights
to Mies Pomeroy."
Miss Pomeroy laughed and
winked at me.
She reached Into a pocket and
put a small cowhide case on the
table, eve seerkIne ride1 ref
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fitt BART SPICER
said. 'Remember?" She di -
catch, slid out a black plastic light
meter and leaned over to put the
sensitive plate up to the gray light
from the window.
"On a day like this," I said, 'I
think you're jus t a passenger.
There won't be enough light out
there to take a picture."
"Four at one-two hundredths,"
ilbst muttered. Then she leoload at
me quickly. -But don't tell me my
business, Mr. Wilde. Even tf you
are right- Just let me fumble
along my own way."
Russell grinned at me. "Well, as
1 was saying, there's them as pick
and tbem as are picked and then
again, there's the little ones we
throw back in. Shall I escort you
to the purser's office?"
el can find IL Do 1 get regards
and best wishes to take with me?*
"You could even have me ts
take with you, if you want that."
she said softly.
(shook me head. -Let's keep the
work separate," I said. "Jest, wor-
ry about me a little." I finished my
coffee and got to my feet. "This
really going to take all day?" I
asked Russell..
"Easily," he said promptly. "And
if things go well with my plans,
I'll see that it takes all day tomor-
row, too."
"Feed him to the catfish,- I told
her. "I'll be back as soon as I can."
The afternoon dragged out sleep-
ily in Grenier's office. Until lunch-
time, crew members drifted in one
by one as They could get away
from their work. Then, when the
dishes were done, most of the
kitchen staff appeared.
I sat quietly in a corner. No-
body paid much attention to me,
and I saw no slightest resemblance
to Stewart in any of them.
We had our lunch at Grenier's
desk and by 2 o'clock I was fidg-
ety.
At last I said: "Have we seen
all the people who work on the
boat?"
'Grenier ran a finger down the
payroll list, "Eight more," be said.
"Seven of these are men who've
been with its for years. But this
Howard Sessions, he's new tib me.
Engine-room hand."
"What is that?"
"Wiper," Grenier said. "Or help- _
er. Probably unskilled labor, Judg-
ing by his pay."
"Let's find out about him." I
said.
Grenier dialled a number and we
waited.
"Chief 7" the purser said. "This
is Gremer. Whcre's y our new
man, sessions? He hasn't signed
the payroll." He listened and then
shouted Into the phone: "1 won't
have it, chief. You're • fool. You
can't lose a man and just sit down
there playing checkers and not tell
anybody." He slammed down the
receiver.
"Chief engineer," he said bitter-
ly. "His man Sessions went ashore
In Louisville. Dein t come back."
"Get him here," I said. "Fast."
"He's coining.' Grenier said. "He
plans to pound my head to a pulp
so he said. I suppose I insultee
him."
To Re Pon/Skier,'
_
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ABBIE an' SLATS
NOTICE
RID YOUR HOME OF TElthiellIS
and bisects Expert work. Call
441 or see Sam Kelley We)
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming a licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will begel about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 848. (alOci
SALE ON SUMMER IlitERCHAN-
disc sill in progress—See bur
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (Eific)
VERA ROBSON, BEAUTY O'PER-
atom is now associated with us.
For appointments call 392 Modern
Beauty Shop—over Day end Nee.
(a6c)
FIRE INSURANCE — We PAY
for your ash& Galloway Inste-
ance Agency, West side of Court
Sq. Murray, Ky. P. 106e. (alp)
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
4 miles South of Murray on Hazel
Road
- Drive out Ina save 955$ -
*New and Used Cars •lelevision
Grayson McClure, Purdom Parts
Phone 84 ial3c)
SERVICES OFF'ERE.Dj
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Muriay. For
Sales, Service, Repair cone ct Leon
Hall, 1411 Poplar, phone I074-R.
(a30c)
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone, Route 8, Paducah. (s7y6
MR. FARMER, NOW IS THE
time to fill your silos. Vie have a
new field chopper ready to do
custom work. See or nil Elbert
Holl9t in and sons. Phone 9584-1.
Murree Route 5. lac)
BAILEY & CARRAWAY MOTOR-
cycle sales and service. N. 13th
Street, Murray, Ky. (A25p)
PORTRAIT, COMMERCIAL, DI-
red color photegraphy. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
made to order and seasonable
priced Wells & Wrather. South
Side Square, Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (sic)
The soldier from Cheyenne and the
Laramie make an exciting romantic
the persons of John Payne and Mari
are co-starred with Da Duryea, in
I ayntee
d esty
OH,
JUST Ac
MINUTE
saloon-girl from
combination in
Blanchard, who
Universal-Inter-
"Is 1thItr
Cleveland
New York  
 72- 35
Chicago 
 69 39
Detroit 
 47 58
Washington 44 58
Boston 
 41 61
Ftuladelphia  
 37 67
Baltimore _.. _ 37 69
Yesterday's Results
New York 5 Cleveland 2
Chicago 5 Boston 1
Washington 4 Detroit 1
Today's Games
Washington at Chicago, reght
New York at Detroit, night - -
Philadelphia at Cleveland. night
Boston at Baltimore, nigh:
Tomorrow': Games
— TOY
wom#P41,
_r
se
•-
•)
ee ea
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Major League
Standings
us
By UNITED !WS
d•Eml•m•MMINIO,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pet. PS
72 32 1392
.673 I
639_ 5
.448 2514g
431 27
.402 30
.256 35
.349 36
Washington at ClEcaeo
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
NATIONAL I-EAGLJE
W L Pet. GB
New York ____. 69 38 .645
Brooklyn 
 
 64 43 598 5
Milwaukee ---- -- 47 .548 10,;
Philadelphia 50 52 490
St. Louis 
 51 53 490 I6,:
Cincinnati 
 51 56 477 18
Chicago 
 44 61 419 24
Pittsburgh . 35 71 .330 33,
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 6 New Yore 4
St. Leuie 13 BrOoklen _4 - - 
-_-- -
Milwaukee at Phila., ppd rain.
Cincireeei at Pitesbreh, end., rein
loLavs C,aretesi
Cindnesti at Brooklyn, night
Milwaukee at New York r ght
Chicago at Philadelphia, night
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
Tomorrow's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New Yuri
Chmag4 3hiladelpbia
Plttsiburgla - ----A.--
Major League
Leaders
N iiTIONAL
Player & Club
Snider. Bklyn
Musial. St L
Mueller, N. Y
Moon, St. L
Schndnst, St I.
AIDLRICAN
Player & Club
Noren, N Y
Minos", Chi.
Avila. 've.
Chkugio
c. N Y.
I HAVE TO PUT
MY PHONE ON THE
WINDOW
NW SUFFERED
L/KE. A A464V.
POS/A/' FO'
THE T PA4//1/ r/N'—
AN AN NEVAH
SLL/V /T.Cr")
IN All EMERGENCY
MAGGI'LL ACCEPT ANY
SUBSTITUTE FOR A
STALWART MALE -
EVEN ME.'
• HOME RUNS •
Mays, Giants 
 
 sp
Sauer, Cubs 
 32
Musial, Cards 
 
30
• RUNS BAITED IN •
Musial, Cards 
 
 101
Hodges, Dodgers 91
Snider, Dodgers  
 90
• RUNS •
Musial, Cards _ 9)
Mantle, Yankees 
Minos°, White Sox  
 
89
• HITS ",
Sehndnst. Cares 
 
148
Mueller, Giants 147
Moon, Cards . __ 147
Snider, Dodgers 
 143
• PITCHING •
Wilson, Braves 
 7-0
entonelli, Giants . 16-2
Callum, Reds 
 6-1
Hughes. Doeigele . 6-1
Consuegra, Whitt Sox 14-3
LISIEN
LA UGH 
.
LEARN
I EAC :E
▪ AB I H Pet,
104 401 88 143 355
103 400 91 137 343
106 432 65 147 340
102 438 81 147 .336
103 445 81 148 333
LZAGt
G AB P, H Pet
85 280 45 99 346
109405 W 133 328
93 3I5 76 11,1321
109 442 80 1A1 .319
94 377 90 120 318
1
I COULDN'T
FIND A
BELL---
(VERY WEEK
1 ray
N B S
Friday, 5 p.m.
thr7457
SIIIMIWOWIWRIEWIIRWIRWE,WWW
Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
ev?rybody reads it.
immiemmincmomm 
SERVE A
ON THE
HOTTEST
SUMMER DAY
WITH
/41/
6Y-4'1i/tam
 II# •
ICED BEVRAGE SPOONS
1504
IN P511 1515
SiSOWN
"Rondo • "Camellia". "Chantilly"•
You'll want enough of these
Gorbom• Sterling Iced Deve,og•
Spoons for toll cool dunks on hot
cloys this summer.. They "diets up"high boa and iced too glasses, and
fra .1 lei teeklikees to yourGehbom toblirservice ... now at
new low prIcest
Stop in and see us, or phore to let
us know your requtrements. Choose
yours frort4 our 17 Gorham porte,s
end use our ConVIDOil#nt Saver
Prigs bided' Federal Tin
• 
Club Plots ii wish.
By Ernie Bushrniller •
SO I ASKED 1.1ANCY TO
 
 
GIVE ME A RING
EVERY THREE
MINUTES
Lti.q—
TH' FINEST
ACHIEVEMENT
OF MODERN
ART-17
A LITTLE CLOSER,YOU TWO. I
WONDER WHERE THAT PHOTOG-
RAPHER IS (hc .5,6" /5 wnv/A/
A ,$f/LE CIC 77//c PLACE, NE
GETS SCALPED)
—AO
UeMereewreirmateW
By Al Capp
By Raeburn Van Buren
I GUESS MISS MAGGI
Mld;•T BE UP IN (-(ER
OFFICE;
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II Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 55 or 694-W-3
WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activities
Weddings Locals
To Be Alarried August 15 Alethodist Youth
l'ellowshift Meets
On Tuesday Evening
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
of the Coles Camp Ground Meth-
odist Church held its regular meet-
ing Thesday evening, July 27. with
members of the Mt. Carmel and
Kirkeey MYF present
• An enjoyable program was Pre-
sented as follows: Quartet com-
posed of Sue Culver, Carolyn
Pierce. Betty Smith and Gwendo-
lyn Pierre; trio composed of Joyce-
Bizzell. Ola Mae and Pau:Ine Bur-
keen; devotion by Linda Hale with
htarrin Scott leading in prayer;
group singing led by Pilly Joe
Hale acoompanied by Joyce Biz-
sell on the piano.
Recreation and refreshments
were enjoyed in the basement. The
next meeting will be held the
fourth Thursday night in August
at seven-thirty o'clock. Everyone
Is welcome to attend.
Those present at the July meet-
ing were Barry Hale, Je:ry Las
.* siter. Alton Swift. Don Swift. Billy
, Smith, Betty Smith. Ted Lovett.
Rudy Lovett, Gwendolyn Pierce,
Carolyn Pierce. Elvita Creuse, Am-
aid Crouse, Ola Burkeer. Pauline
Iturkeen. Larry Lyles, Eugene
Manning, Deloise Crouse, Fanny
Scott, Pete Scott Billy Crick. Aud-
ry Farris. Dotty Farris. Bcyd Far-
ris. ha Hopkins, Sue Culver, Joyce
!Well, Wanda Taylor. Myrna Har-
gis. Linda Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Hale. Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett
Mrs. Boyd Hazen and Bro. Orval
Easley.
Miss Nelle Elizabeth Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. Brigham Futrell of Murray are in-
flouncing the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Nelle Elizabeth, to Mr. jus Mac
Gamble, son of Mrs. Carloji_jtojert 
_14_1(ciLLItoate
"Six.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High 'School
and attended Murray State College. She is now employed
by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany in Murray.
Mr. Gamble grisduated from Sedalia High School and
served for four years in the Army Air Force with over-
seas duty. He is now employed by the Illinois Central
Railroad Company with headquarters In Paducah.
The wedding will be solemnized Sunday, August 15,
at three o'clock in the afternoon at the Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church. All relatives and friends are cordially in-
vited to attend.
Personals
Mrs ta Li S. •:: G. B
,Seott. Jr.. will leave Saturday
,morning from Fulton for Chicago.
Ill., where they will Ptterld the
Walgreen Agency conventen They
will probably return home -on
Tuesday.
• 4. •
Mrs. A. A. Doherty is in Rich-
mond this week attending the
Kentucky Education Asenciational
planning conference. She is repre-
senting Murray Wei School.
• • • •
Mr. ana Mrs. Arvin Hill of
Dexter Mute One are the parents
of a daughter,. weighing nine
ti.._•-•- JOYCE IllicifIZIE • sons, lascUlitt • A UNNERSAI INTIRMA'SDKAL PInDE
AIR CONDITIONED
. is seven ounces named Doris
Gail. bora at the Murray Hospital
Thursday. July 2111.
• • • •
_Annie Deborah is the name chos-
en by Mr. and Mn. Edward Eu-
gene Peal of Dover. Tern.. Rout'
Two. for their baby girl weighing
eight pounds one ounce born at
the Murray Hospital Thursday,
July 29.
!Mrs. Clyde Jones
Hostess For Meet
Of Group. II CIVF
‘..rve"----ctrair wow 
-sow
borne on Werth Sixth Street
the meeting of Group II of the
Christian Women's Fellowship of
the First Christian Church held
?bay afternoon.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Dave Hopkins The speaker for
the afternoon was Mise Virginia
Hay who presented a viry inter-
• • • •
Mr and Mn. James Riley
Cunn.tigham of Almo announce the
birth of a son. Michael Wayne.
weighing e.ght pounds tao ounces,
born at the Murray Hospital
Thursdiev. 
-lull 29 I
LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
CREARIRE FROM NE IMO
BLACK LAGOON
RICHARD CARLSON • JULIA ADAMS
SATURDAY ONLY
L
INTO ,
AIWVI I 3E
••••••••••• •••••••.
•
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Lottie Moon Circle
has Meeting At The
Home Mrs. Russell
The home of Mrs. A. W Russell
on East Main Street was the scene
of the meeting of the 4 Lottie
Moon Circle of the Women's Mis-
sionary Societe of the First Bap-
tist Church held Monday evening
at seven-thirty o'clock.
-Indonesia" was the subject of
the program presented at the
meeting with Mrs. Purdorr Outland
es the leader. The scrip:ure read-
ing was by Mrs. Eugene Tarry Jr.
Those presenting parts on the
program were Mrs. Allen McCoy,
Mrs. G. B. Jones, Mrs. Roy Brown-
field, Mrs. J. M. Converse, and
Mrs. A. W. Ruseell.
The chairman, Mrs. Paul Perdue.
presided at the meeting
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the hostes-
ses. Mrs. Russell and M:s. Perdue.
to those present.
• As •
•
- Social Calendar -
Monday, August 9
The Euzelian Sunday School
Chiss of the First Baptist Church
Miss Onnie Skinner, tea.iher, will
meet at the Murray City Park at
six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesetty, August 18
Murray Star c-napter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Stan will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
.0ght o'clock.
. • • •
The Sunbeams of the Five Point
Mission will meet at tie Baptist
Student Center at three-thirty o'-
clock.
• • • •
Circles of the- WMS of the First
Baptist Church w:11 meet at two-
, thirty o'clock as follows: I with
liar Corr asaterit -"wink Ifri:
Ncavis Morris; ITI with Mrs. 2.1
Outland, W with Mrs. Will Rose.
eating ano inspiring
Mrs. H. C. Coln
business session.
The hostess served a delightful
party plate to each of the sixteen_
members and 1-wo yisitois present.
pro: ram.
conducted
CHOOSING THE BEST
One cannot exercise too much
Care and wisdom in the making
of life's numerous choices. There-
fore, the Christian should guard
against allowing the good to be-
come the enemy of the best. If he
will only strive diligently to culti-
vate the habit of choosing the best,
he will discover that his spiritual
growth will be far more healtny
and his Christian service will be
much more satisfactory.
Matthew 8:25-33.
This passage is a part of the
Sermon on the Mount, whicn is
one of the most solemn and in-
structive portions of the Word. It
reminds us that two things harars
the minds of people, anxiety about
today and fear tomorrow. Our
Lord is not telling us that intel-
ligent forethought and industry in
providing for our daily needs and
the needs of our loved ones are'
not good and proper, but He is
warning us against the sin of
worry.
Our Lord plainly shows that the
antidote for worry is trust in God.
Worry is simply a distrust of God.
Worry is due to one's thinking
that God is either incapable of
supplying his needs or that He
will forget to do so. In the mea-
sure that one is anxious about hie
material needs, he shows a lack.
of faith In the ability, love and
willingness of God. Regardless of
what thought or concern one ex-
ercises concerning material needs,
they can only be provided accord-
ing to His will. He insists that
life is more than things, therefore,
they should be our servants in-
stead of our masters,
In His attempt to get us to live
without anxiety, our Lord points
us to nature for some good examp-
les. The fowls of the air 'either
sow nor reap. and yet th•ys dolnot
.a1' w'
about what they shall eat and
drink., and yet God takes care of
them. Since these inferior crea-
tures are fed by the Heavenly
Father, without a care on their
the part. He will certainly be mindf.:1
of His children and feed them.
Furthermore, the lovely lilies
preach a wonderfully convincilg
sermon against our caref.11ed,
, harassed and troubled lives. The
lilies are submissive to the divine
I will. They apzif:
 tiaitewk;:i 
others.
We 
provides and
are impressed with the fact
that the lilies are just what they
seem to be and no more. What a
fine virtue is genuineness! How
repellent is hypocrisy and insin-
cerity. What poor creatures we
become when we try to Pose as
other than we are, and to impress
pepple as being what we are not!
Our Lord's illustration of the
carefree birds and the untoiling
lilies indicates that anxiety is
unnecessary on the part of the
children of God, for our FLeavenly
Father knows all of our needs. As
certainly as He feeds the birds and
clothes the flowers, He will feed
and clothe the Christian. Since He
cares for the least of His creatures,
He certainly will care for those
who trust in Him.
Christ is saying that the first
step toward getting` what we need
in life is a proper relationship to
God and His program. Right re-
lationship to God and devotion to
-Him and His way of life for us
will insure happy, useful and sue-
cess-ful Living. Our Lord commands
us to put first things first. So
many put last things first, but
really intend to attend to 'first
things by and by. Primary things
are frequently neglected because
of absorption in things which are
secondary. Unless His command, to
seek first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness. is obeyed, the
promise will not be fulfilled.
Give God His rightful place in
your life and He will see to it
that all these things will be added.
Lack of trust in Kim reminds us of
the words of Elizabeth Cheney.
"Said the Robin to the SPsirow:
should really like to know
Why these, s 
sil
nxicess tgim nArings
'%sh atagtit oti 4
sind tiø pi n e
'Friend. I think that it must be
That.. they have no Heaeenly
Father
Such as ...arcs for you and me."
Philippians 11-IL
Pt.,' was moved to pray for the
Phtlippian Christians. They loved
the Lord and His apostle devotedly,
and expressed their love by shar-
dir
FRIDAY, AUGUST 6, 1954
ing the gospel of Christ with
others. Paul prayed that the full
tide of their love might be con-
fined to the proper channelswand
kept free from all that was selfish
and impure. He prayed that their
love might grow richer in two
respects, in an accurate knowledge
of the right and in art unusual
alertness in applying such a know-
ledge to the daily experiences of
life.
Pau) also prayro that they might
have a discern..-4 love, or the abi-
lity to detect the good from the
bad, even if they looked alike. He
longed for them to have a trans-
parent love, or to be known on
the outside for what they were on
the inside. A sincere Christian is
one who does not have anything
made up in his life; he is pin
what people see him to be seven
days each week. There. is no place
for hypocrisy in the life of a child
of God. Paul also asked the Lord
that the Philippians might be fil-
led with the fruits of righteous-
ness, as a result of their union
with Christ.
Philippians 4:8.
This exhortation is meant to'
St. Martins
In-The-Fields
Episcopal Church
204 N. 5th St.
MA.YFIELD, KY.
Rev. Frank Q. Cayce
Minister-In-Charge
Morning prayer and ser-
mon, Sundays 11. a.m.
Church School „ 10 a.m.
1
MAP
every believer in Christ. In it
Paul challenges all Christians td
cultivate elevating thoughts. He
urges us to meditate—on the thingi
which are worthy of preise-thinga
that are true, honest, just, loyely,
and of good report. As christians
we should strive to be as much
like our Lord now as it 16 P03-
sible for us to be, looking forward
to the time when we shall be just
like Him.r... victims seed 1540Wi
giv•
95 DRWE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
— Double Feature —
Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello in
"MEET DR. JEKYLL and
Mr. HYDE"
PLUS
"NO ESCAPE"
with Lew Ayres, Sonny
Tuts, Marjorie Steele
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mason
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Jennifer Jones, Gina
Lollobrigida
(First Run In This Vicinity)
4't tit
Ar I •
AIR
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"6 44 BLACK JACK
liao;LLPASIO ,
STAMPEDE- v!*4:k.
Look at the lway bonus you get in the
car that's sweeping the nation!
I You get the car that's
styled for tomorrow—
edy
$ 22 96'8*delivered
In Buick today you find the fresh modern
beauty that will pattern the styling of
:Aber cars yet to come. That's a major
reason for Buick's soaring success this
year. But note the low delivered price
shown here—that's the clincher. No other
car at so low a price gives you this'
advanced styling — plus Buick's great
room, comfort, ride and V8 power.
• 4.1e. 4-0asassose ',oars VA&so, 1,,ss.,art
s.os• asal lora saws, it e•.• Oda i PrIcos sot ma
01.▪ 111*, atlaiwooa caws...1w. ea se AVI144
• I. dhonope ...earl/Flee Eves Ile ree.r. ~aired
••,,is tea lay went ••• bl,••Isss, tietti as
01•••••a 1014•••••, . . . say ta, 75.
•
2. You get the car that's a
sure high resale value
Of this you can he sure: the new Buick
you buy today will look modern next year,
too—because that broad panoramic wind-
shield will be appearing on other cars as
1955 feature. So with the new Buick you
buy now, you'll stay right up in the style
parade for years to come—and command
a higher resale price when you trade it in.
,0•0-"mw'.4.#
toe°
3. You get a bigger allowance
from our volume business
Regardless of price class, Buick today is
outselling all other cars in America except
two of the -low-price three?' That's fact.
So with this tremendous sales volume, we
can offer you a higher trade-in allowance
when you buy a new Buick. Come in, see
and drive Buick the beautiful buy. Then
see for yourself how our volume business
means a far bigger allowance for you.
WHEN UMW AUtOMOBILIS A01 1111117 BUICK wall Web Them
DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.
.....•••••••••▪ .---eamem•A 
 
- 
•••••••••••• 1,•••
•
Murray, Ky.
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FOR SALE )
NIE EDWARDS PROPERTY
Dexter. Prope-te conr:sts of
se and lot. Lot is 50 x 200 ft
ntact Claude Vick neer Hardin
(a7p)
FOR SALE: HOUSE FURNISHED
or unfurnished 7 roonts, hell, bath
large lot. Very convenrently lo
cated. Tel-1748 (alp)
1941 r% TON FORD PICKUP. A-1
condition. Priced right See at
East End Service Stotler, phone
999. (a9c)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
AC Ross
1-Harbor
6-Aucornolish•
ment
II-Brawling
women
11-Amatory
13-Teutonic deity
14-Depressions in
cheeks
IS-Negative
17-Scold
19-Tendon
20-Poem
21-former
Ramekin ruler
94-AffirmaUv•
vote
24-Raised
25-Th• clear sky
37-Pertaining to
the sun
29-13rees border
10-Strok•
9
1-7
kas
NO
154
15
SZ
2 3
$1-Sweethearts
23-Broad neck
scarf
15-1'w,seasIve
pronoun
211-110ine
35-Malay dagger
40-Worm
41-Desta notices
43-Resort
44-Plural pronoua
4S-Land of the
free
47-Liguld
measure
45 ulesetet
4alolar
•per
L.1—Narrow, flat
board
63—Back of neck
DOWN
1—Brief
expression
ia
3
16
•
14
se
51
440111418
IT14011419
A dated scrap of paper marked
"1,, its Lime* cabin 6, sends detectiveC• ney Wilde aboard • Maury boatisles (rum Cm ISMAILI te New Or-
oa, I• the nope of apprenendiag one
arles Alexander Stewart. This youth-
clerk bad abeconded with Wads he-/tag to • bank in f'hdadelphia, and
the course of his flight, had killed
policeman. As Wilde stealthily
arches cakes 6, be is surprised by
• sudden appearance of its oceu-
t, Miss Pomeroy, • proisesiesal
otolgrapther on her way to the Mardi
roe Th• tall, handaunie, self-out-
last young careen woman ord•rs
at gun-point, from her room Out
deck Caniey chats with amiable
d "Due- Riggs. who genially refers
Mine. if as a scoundrel and • con-
•n. They are )oinad by lid Bolt-
irk, a small-town beaker, on holiday
ith his wife Menem remark by
he vessel captain, lets it be known
hat Carney Wilde is aboard on • man-
illa, and now pseeengere and crew
no to avoid him. As Wilde morosely
odors this new handicap • wire
ma Captain Gets:Mick of the Phi's-
elpbia police reaches bins. Mary Vick-
rs. the Nem,* Stewart a girl-friend.
a.• left horns for a destination wi-
nners. Can it be. Wilde wondirria that
• Miss Pomeroy In Cabin 5 Is In
ts the missing Mary Vickers?
CHAPTER TWELVE
"YOU EVER meet anyone named
hit Smith?" I asked sourly. "Or
all your friends have exotic
es?"
"Old John," Doc mused. "Now I
)iaven't thought of him for year-a,
allot since 1 used to borrow his
Inarne for use in hotel registers. We
used to call him John the Man
When he was operating his ern-
titan of euphoria In Carson's
Bend, California, only a dry-man's
plot from the blue laws of Santa
Barbara. Huge fellow. Shook
hands once with Sitting Bull. Had
a routine salutation all his life
afterwards. 'Shake the hand that
shook the hand that *cragged Gen-
eral Custer.' Big fellow, as I said.
Bigger than you even, by an inch
or two." Then Doc cocked his head
Ind eyed me quizzically.
"All right," I grinned. "But Is
there a word of truth 111 anything
Wye said?"
"A word? Sure," Doc said read-
ily. "Old John really wait big."
"That's the true word?"
"The only one," Doc exploded in
a light flutter of laughter that
sounded like popping balloons
"Young fellow, you need a drink
You're far too brightoe y ed and
alert for this time of day. A right-
eous man should be brooding on
his sins of yesterday. I recom-
mend a sparkling glass of Natchez
nectar, a drink whose recipe is so
secret that even I forget it half
the time. How about stepping
ashore and tossing . . ."
"Not today," he said in a light,
rippling voice.
I turned from the railing, and
she was approaching.
Doc bowed low and whipped off
his hat and said: "I remind my-
self of • previous engagemen
which 1 shall make in just a mo-
ment, if you will excuse me, Miss
Pomeroy."
He walked off along the deck.
and I was still smiling when I
looked et her again.
We watched the roustabouts
bring in the big gangplank. The
arat shuddered as the engine
med over. Then we backed out
lista the river rind she turned to
0
Answer to Yesterday's Pottle
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2-Conjunction
3-Crimson
4-One of a pair
[-Liberate
4-Dawn goddess
7-Near
8-Kindling wood
9-Dispatched
.19-13sainirch
ll—Falrlea
11—Female
college student
1S-Lift with lever18-Collects
20-Speakers
22—New Zealand
parrots
24-Inky
26-Large bird
28-Harvest
goddess
31-A snails
32-Diedtterranean
vessel
II-Uppermost
room in house
34-Drink
115-ruts
37-Ventilat•
31-Satisfy
41 
-4Allire Out
42-Peruse
45-Indonesian
tribesman
44-Collection of
facts
0-Indlan
mulberry
61—Displaced
person (abbr..'
•
sumurn JEWELRY HALF-PRICE
Good selection. Get yours while
they last - Molly Martin Shoo.
(a7c)
BAR-B-QUE. POUND MI PIECE.
Friday, Saturday and Sunoay. Also
conenercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
B-Que, one mile, Hazel Highway.
(a7c)
LOT FOR SALE ON IRVAN
Street. 50,060 Price ;MO. See
owner at 1405.-4 West Mart, (IOW
L axons IC STOVE, GENERAL
Electric, 3 burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 969-W.3. (a9p)
ONE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn. See Fred McCoire, 300
Woodia•wn. (a9c)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
"Match Me" shirts and pants-
Grays and khaki
-Shirts $1.96-
Pants $2.98. Shop & S ye Store
So, east corner uf Cour' Square.
(a7ci
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
large selection styles, &iv's, Call 85,
see at Calloway Monumeet Works,
Venter Orr, owner, West item neat
College. t tfca24c)
WANTED
USED DRESSER (NOT VANITY)
with mirror-or chest of drawers
Call 1103 between 9 a n and 4
p.m. (a6p)
Bus. Opportunities I
WANTED TO BORROW. PRIVATE
money at 6 per cent. secured by
buslnese prope.ity. Write Box 32-0
• 
m e y d e
"You forgot this," she said soft-
ly, and thrust the telegram into
my coat pocket. "Who is Eli?"
"A friend," I said. "!t was his
bank Stewart robbed," I said. "But
he sends regards."
"Don't look so grim," she said in
a voice that was almost a whis-
per: "I can't stand It. 1 get so
t ri gated.? . 
_
"For you," she said insistently.
"It's, it's not . . . oh, let's go and
get breakfast I think I'm getting
hysterical"
"Not you," I said. I took her
arm in mine and we turned to-
ward the staircase. "But I'm sorry
about the ugly face. I was think-
ing about Charles Alexander Stew-
art."
"I know what you were think-
trig about."
I stepped back to let her go in
first and I watched her long
straight back, the erect, balanced
walk. She would know, I thought.
It wasn't sensible that she should,
but it was all of a piece with the
unlikely magic between us.
We sat at the tar end, taking
two places together. Most of our
tablemates had finished. Miss Pom•
eroy had decided on oatmeal, bacon
and waffles and some creamed
thicken.
"Hope I can make enough money
to feed you properly," I said, tak-
ing up a beaker of orange juice.
''Oh, 1 always eat a big break-
fast," she said with a magnificent
smile. "It's the only meal I can
take my time with and really en-
joy. Lunches and dinners are so
likely to become business things
But breakfast -ah, breakfast is for
me."
I said: "You get up early. You
eat big breakfasts. Do you think
we could find something we like
in common?"
And again I could see only her
eyes as she turned to me, "Oh,
yes," she said.
"Amen," I agreed. "But you
don't go for long walk.s or grow
prize petunias or read Kafka, do
you 7"
"None of them," she answered
quickly. "I take taxis and grow
older day by day and develop dis-
content in a small apartment and
I read anything that comes my
way and a lot I have to golind."
"Ain't that w on derfu 1?" I
breathed. "And just think how
many girls I might have picked
who . .."
"You pick or get picked?" Rus-
sell slid into the chair opposite me.
"Poor fellow," he said lightly. "He
thinks he had something to say
about it."
"Crew has to sign the payroll to-
day," Russell said. "They'll be fil-
ing into the purser's office all day.
You could park there and ogle
each one and I could promenade
the deck and point out the sights
to Mies Pomeroy."
Miss Pomeroy Is and
winked at me.
She reached into a pocket and
put a small cowhide case on the
role, erre is working rid," rh?
as
•
hff BART SPICER
said. "Remember?" She di —
catch, slid out • black plastic light
meter and leaned over to put the
sensitive plate up to the gray light
from the window.
"On a day like this," I said, "I
think you're lust a passenger.
There won't be enough light out
there to take a picture."
"Four at one-two hundredths,"
sew muttered. Than she looked at
me quickly. "But don't tall me my
business, Mr. Wilde. Even if you
are right. Just let me fumble
along my own way."
Russell grinned at me. "Well, as
1 was saying, there's them as pick
and them as are picked and then
again, there's the little ones we
throw back In, Shall I escort you
to the purser's office?"
"I can tind it. Do I get regards
and best wishes to take with me"'
"You could even have me tie
take with you, if you want that"
she said softly.
I shook my head. "Let's keep the
work separate," 1 said. "Just wore
ry about me • little." I finished my
coffee and goteln my feet. "This
really gang to 'fake all day?" 1
asked Russell..
"Easily," he said promptly. "And
If things go well with my plans,
I'll see that it takes all day tomor-
row, too."
"Feed him to the catfish," I told
her. "I'll be back as soon as I can."
The afternoon dragged out sleep-
ily in Grerner's office. Until lunch-
tinse, crew members drifted in one
by one as they could get away
from their work. Then, when the
dishes were done, most of the
kitchen staff appeared.
I sat quietly in a corner. No-
body paid much attention to me,
and I saw no slightest resemblance
to Stewart in any of them.
We had our lunch at Grenier's
desk and by 2 o'clock I was fidg-
ety.
At last I said: "Have we seen
all the people who work on the
boat 7"
Greiner ran a 'finger down the
payroll list_ "Eight more," he Ban
"Seven of these are men who've
been with us for years. But this
Howard Sessions, he's new tts me.
Engine-room hand."
"What is that?"
"Wiper," Greiner said. "Or help-
er, l'robably unskilled labor, judg-
ing by his pay."
"Let's find out about him," I
said.
Grenier dialled a number and we
waited.
"Chief ?" the purser said. 'This
Is Grenier. Where's your new
man, Sessions? He hasn't signed
the payroll." He listened and then
shouted into the phone: "1 won't
have it, chief. You're a fool. You
can't lose a man and Just sit down
there playing checkers and not tell
anybody." He slammed down the
receiver.
"Chief engineer," he said bitter-
ly. "His man Sessions went ashore
In Louisville. Didn't come back."
"Get him here," I said. "Fast "
"He's coming,' Grenier said. "He
plans to pound my head to a pulr
sri he said. I suppose I Insultet.
him."
R0 rontimir.i.
•
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WANT
NOTICE . III SERVICES OFFERED]
RID YOUlt HOME OF TERbilTIES
and insects Expert work Cali
ell or see Sam Kelley (tic)
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming a licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will beg!n about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 648. (alOci
SALE ON SUMMER MERCHAN-
dise Will in progress-See our
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (a8c)
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Murirty. For
Sales, Service. Repair cont. et Leon
Hall, 1411 Poplar. phone 1074-R.
(a30c)
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone, Route 8, Paducah. (alpn
MR. FARMER, NOW IS\
 THE
time to fill your silos. Vie have a
new field chopper ready to do
custom work.. See or cell Elbert
VERA ROSSON, BEAUTY OPER- Houston and sons. Phone 958-J-1.
ator is now associated with us.
Murray. Route 5. sae)For appointments call 392 Modern
Beauty Shop-over Day end Tette.
(a6c)
FIRE INSURANCE - wz PAY
-for your ashei. Galloway Inter:-
once Agency. West side of Court
Sq. Murray, Ky. P. 106:- leapt
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
4 miles South of Murray on Haul
Road
- Drive out aria save 
-
•New and Used Cars •Teevision
Grayson McClure, Purdorn Parks
Phone 84 (alk)
BAILEY & CARRAWAY MOTOR-
cycle sales and service. N. 13th
Street, Murray, Ky. (A25p)
PORTRAIT, COMMERCIAL, Di-
rect - color photography. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
made to order and ,easonably
priced. Wells & Wrather, South
Side Square, Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (slc)
The soldier from Cheyenne and the saloon-girl from
Laramie make an exciting romantic combination in
the persons of John Payne and Mari Blanchard, who
are co-starred with Dark_Duryea in Universal-Inter-
national's 1 KftentAre ' 'Is
mle", w h atMay ritgt
mentr,- at diKoned nay T
NANCY By Ernie Bushmiller'
SO I ASKED i.IANCY TO
A GIVE ME A RING-
EVERY THREE
MINUTES
e
•
immmearesmourimatN.
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Major League
Standings
By IINITIID PRIM
eIneenimmamse,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pet. CB
Cleveland 
 
72 32 .892
New York 
 
72 35 .673 Ili
Chicago 
 
69 39 639 5
Detroit 
 47 58 .448 25'i
Washington 44 58 431 27
Boston 
 
 41 61 .402 30
Philadelphia 37 67 .256 35
Baltimore  
 
37 69 .349 36
Yesterday's Results
New York 5 Cleveland 2
Chicago 5 Boston 1
Washington 4 Detroit 1
Today's Games
Washington at Chicago, night
New York at Detroit, night
Philadelphia at Cleveland. night
Boston at Baltimore, nigh:
Tomorrow': Games
Washington at Ch:ciigo
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
NATIONAL i-EAt3t
W L Pet. GB
New York _ 69 38 645
Brooklyn  
 64 43 .598 5
Milwaukee ___ _ 57 47 .548 10,i
Philadelphia 50 52 490 16o..
St. Louis , 
 51 53 .490 161,
.__ 51 56 .477 18
Chicago 
 44 61 .419 24
Pittsburgh __ 35 71 .330 3p,
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 6 fil,ew York 4
St. Louls 13 Brooklyn 4
Milwaukee at Phila., ppd rain.
Cincir.roiti at Pittsbreh. pod., rein
TotAav's Cans-4
Cincrn.iati at Brooklyn. rueht
Milwaukee at New York ght
Chicago at Philadelphia. night
St. Louis at Pittsburgh. night
Tomorrow's Games
Cancir.nati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
4irsagd PhiladelPhia
Pktstewrith
Major League
Leaders
NATIONAL I EAC
Player & Club 0 AR B H Pet.
Snider, Bklyn 40:1 86 14.3 3.55
Mosul. St. L. 103 400 91 137 343
Mueller, N. Y. 106 432 65 147 .340
Moon. At • L. 102 438 81 147 .336
Schndnat. St I. 1(X)445 91 148 333
AMERICAN LEAGt
Player & Club
Noren, N Y
Minos°, Chi,
Avila. Cleve
• . Chle•gn
, N Y
G AR It H Pet,
8.5 281" 45 99 346
109 405 rag 133 328
93 3ets 76 117 321
109 442 80 141 '319
94 377 90 120.318
— • HOME RUNS •
Mays, Giants --------36
Sauer, Cubs 
 32
Musial, Cards 
 30
• RUNS BATTED IN •
Musial, Cards - 
 101
Hodges, Dodgers 
 91
Snider, Dodgers  
 90
• RUNS •
Musial. Cards _ 
Mantle, Yankees 
 
9,4
Minstso, White Sox 89
• HITS ••
Sohndnst, Cars 
 
148
Mueller, Giants 147
Moon, Cards 
 147
Snider, Dodgers 
 143
• PITCHING •
Wilson, Braves 
 V:e
kntonelli, Giants 16-1
Collum, Reds 
 6-1
Hughes. Dodgers . 6-1
Consuegra, White Sox 14-3
1.0E141
LAUGH!
LEARN!
EVERY WEEK
Murray
WNBS
Friday, 5 p.m.
Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
,ev?rybody reads it.
Jr 
SERVE A
ON THE
HOTTEST
SUMMER
WITH
DAY
'N''
ICED BERAGE SPOONS
"Rondo v "Camellia,. "Chantilly",
You'll wont enough of these
Gorhom• Sterling Iced Soverog•
Spoons for toll cool drinks on hot
days this summer. They "drets up.'
high boll cod iced tiro glosses, and
rriat.• •44eIrtisso to tour
Go m toblieserv,ce AO.V or
new low prices!
Stop in and see us. Or ph4e, to let
us know requirements. Choose
yours from Our 17 GOfkOntPotte'ms
• and use our convenient Salver
Club Pion ii you wish.
Privies IncliMe Federal Tax
• TAA01 _ 
I HAVE TO PUT
MY PHONE ON THE
'T 
.VINDOW
I. COULDN'T
FIND A
BELL---
[AL' ABNER
,
CUOL.F.r
,LATEST
MODERN
ART
CRIT1t06
GATHER.
r5
THE
COOLESTif
ABBIE an' SLATS
•
4111111111111a 
IT (--AH SUFI-LkED
LOOKS LIKE AA101 1.V.
EXACTLY POS//V' FO'
LIKE THE r 144M/7-WI-
NER!? ANAN NEVAH
54-EA/ /7-.)
NATCFi.','
TH. FINEST
ACHIEVEMENT
OF mODE_RN
ART.?'
RV Al Capp •
\i0.54410141ntnr'" YO• STARVED
• ME AW/S4 IOM
MAH BABY P.,- FO -sob!' THISI:
IN AN EMERGENCY
MAGGI'LL ACCEPT ANY
SUBSTITUTE FOR A
STALWART MALE -
EVEN MR.'
FA LITTLE CLOSER, VOU TWO. I
WONDER WHERE THAT PHOTOG -
RAPHER IS hc- NE AS i•717//A/
-Q.4 A 1/LE C4 77//5' PLACE, NE
GETS SCALPED)
re1745.4..
el&
*
919,
•••I 9$4 b, Un.ed 5,4.4•••
Am•NPWNINNIENSOPOr
.0
By Raeburn Van Buren
•
s
I GUESS MISS MAGGI
MU;,T BE UP IN HER
OFFICE
4.
a •
a•
e-
• 'OUR THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1 Jo Burk,een, Editor. .. Phone 55 or 694-W-3
WOME1V'S PAGE Club News Activities
Weddings Locals
To Be Married August 15
Miss Nelle Elizabeth Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. Brigham Futrell
Methodist Youth
Fellowship Meets
On Tuesday Evening
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
of the Coles Camp Ground Meth-
odist Church held its regular meet-
ing Tuesday evening. July 27. with
members of the Mt. Carmel and
Kirlasey at-Yr present
An enjoyable program was pre-
sented as follows: Quartet com-
posed of Sue Culver, Carolyn
Pierce, Betty Smith and Gwendo-
lyn Pierce; trio composed of Joyce
Bizzell, Ola Mae and Pauline Bur-
keen; devotion by CincLa Hilt with
Marvin Scott leading in prayer;
group singing led by Filly Joe
Hale,accornsaanied by Joyce Bis-
sell - on the piano.
Recreation 'and refreshments
were enjoyed in the basement. The
next meeting will be held the
fourth Thursday night in August
at seven-thirty o'clock. Everyone
La welcome to attend.
Those present at the July meet-
ing were Barry Hale, Je.;ry Las
suer. Alton Swift. Don Swift, Billy
4! Smith, Betty Smith, Tcd Lovett.
Rudy Lovett, Gwendolyn Pierce,
Carolyn Pierce. Elvin Crnese. Ron-
ald Crouse. Ola Burkeer. Pauline
Burkeen, Larry Lyles, Eugene
. Manning. Delouse Crouse. Fanny
ISeott Pete Scstt Billy Crick, Aud-
!ry Farris, Dotty Farris, Bcyd Far-
IL Hopkins, Sue Culver, Joyce
Bliczell. Wanda Taylor, !Enna ftar-
vs. Linda Hale, Mr. Arid - Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Hale, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Hale. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett,
Mrs. Boyd Bizzell and Bro. Orval
Easley.
of Murray are in-
flouncing the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Nene Elizabeth, to Mr. Gus Mac
Gamble, sun of Mrs..c:_krlituicer.a...nfAtufigLij_ituate
Six.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State College. She is now employed
by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany in Murray.
Mr. Gamble eaduated from Sedalia High School and
served for four years in the Army Air Force with over-
seas duty. He is now employed by the Illinois Central
Railroad Company with headquarters in Paducah.
The wedding will be solemnized Sunday, August 15,
at three o'clock in the afternoon at the Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church. All relative's and friends are cordially in-
vited to attend.
Personals
Mrs II S. ,:t arids,r, G. B
Scott. Jr.. Will leave Saturday
morning from Talton foe Chicago.
Ill., where they will Attend the
Walgreen Agency convention. They
wall probatdy xieturn_ home on
Tuesday.
*
• • • •
Mrs. A. A. Doherty is In Rich-
,mond this week attending the
Kentucky EducatIor. Amociational
planning conference. She is repre-
enting Murray H.gh School.
. • • •
Mr. ana Mrs. Arvin Hill of
Dexter Mute One are parents
of a  lladilghtel.---Itiu
s seven ounces named ts,rla
Gail. born at the Murray Hospital
Thursday. July M.
• • • •
Annie Deborah is the name chos-
en--by Mr and Mrs. /Award Eu-
gene Peal of Dover.°-tern.. Route
"Two. for their baby girl weighing
eight pounds one enrico born at
the Murray Hospital Thursday,
July 29.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ames Riley
Cunn.r.ghani of Altno announce the
birth of a son. Michael Wayne,
weighing cght pounds tim o ounces.
born at the Murray Hospital
Htinstadas. .1111?-117—
AIR CO%D11117%10
LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
CREATURE FROM NE WIN
BLACK LAGOON
RICHARD CARLSON • JULIA ADAMS
SATURDAY ONLY
. ' • 
, t
• 1.41‘..
asavaan
rutita
INTO
atFunivism
•
VINO
JOHN PAYNE
MARI BLANCHARD
DAN DURYEA
ieyeg aicsaiziE. lams Natant • A INVERSAl INTIINATIONAL P1CTUR£
607 to 609 Maple St. Murray, Ky.
• I
• • • •
'Mrs. Clyde Jones
Hostess For Meet
Of Group II CWF
l'erierr-ctrar yam- --afromVer
home on ?forth Sixth Street for
the meetnig Group II of the
Christian Women's Fel:wship of
the First Chr,t.an Church held esting ana inspir.r.g pro:ram.Tnelday afternoon. Mrs. H. C. Coin conductedThe devotion was given by Mrs. busineis session.
Dave Hopkins The speaker for The hostess sedved a delightfulthe afternoon was Mio Virginia party plate to each of the sixteenHay who presented a viry inter- members and Iwo visitors present.
Lottie Moon Circle
His Meeting At The
Home Mrs. Russell
The home of Mrs. A. W Russell
on least Main Street was the scene
of the meeting of the Lottia
Moon Circle of the Woman's Mis-
sionary Societe of the first Bap-
tist Church held Monday evening
at seven-thirty o'clock.
"Indonesia" was the subject of
the program presented at the
meeting with Mrs. Purdorr Outland
as the leader. The scripiure read-
ing was by Mrs. Eugene Tarry Jr.
Those presenting parts on the
program were Mrs. Allen McCoy,
Mrs. G. B. Jones Mn, Ray Brown-
field. Mrs. J. M. Csinverse, and
Mrs. A. W. RusaelL
The chairman, Mrs. Paul Perdue.
presided at the meeting
During the social hour refresh-
ments were serVed by tile hostes-
ses, Mrs. Russell and M:s. Perdue,
to those present.
• • • •
- Social Calendar 1
Monday. August 9
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
Miss Onnie Skinner, tea.her, will
meet at the Murray City Park at
six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday, August le
Murray Star enapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
eight o'clock.
• • • •
The Sunbeams of the F:ve Point
Mission will meet at tic Baptist
Student Center at thkee-thirty o'-
clock.
.• • • •
Circles of the- WMS of the First
Baptist Church w:I1 meet at two-
thirty o'clock as follows: I with
Vier camar Hoperit arra: '
Makris Morris: lit with Mrs. It' I/
Outland; IV with Mrs. Will Rose.
the
CHOOSING THE -BEST , harassed arid troubled lives. TheOne cannot exercise too much lilies are submissive to the 'Thyme
care and wisdom in the makittg I will. They appropriate what God
of life's numerous choices. There- provides and share it with others.fore, the Christian should guard We are impressed with the fact
against 'allowing the good to be- that the lilies are just what they
come the enemy of the best If he seem to be and no more. What a
will only strive diligently to culti-
vate the habit of choosing the best,
he will discover that his spiritual
growth will be far more healtny
and his Christian service will be
much more satisfactory.
Matthew 6:25-33.
This passage is a part of the
Sermon on the Mount, whien is
one of the most solemn and in-
structive portions of the Word. It
reminds us that two things hara.ss
the minds of people, anxiety about
today and fear tomorrow. Our
Lord is not telling us that intel-
ligent forethought and industry in
providing for our daily needs and
the needs of our loved one, are
not good and proper, but He is
warning us against the sin cf
worry.
Our Lord plainly shows that the
antidote for worry is trust in God.
Worry is sithply a distrust of 'God.
Worry is due to one's thinking
that God is either incapable of
supplying his needs or that He
will forget to do so. In the mea-
sure that one is anxious about hit
material needs, he shows a lack
of faith in the ability, love and
willingness of God. Regardless of
what thought or concern one ex-
ercises concerning material needs,
they can only be provided accord-
ing to His will. He insists that
life is more than things, therefore,
they should be our servants in-
stead of our masters.
- In His attempt to get us to live
without anxiety. our Lord points
us to nature for some good examp-
fine is genuineness! How
repellent is hypocrisy and insin-
cerity. What poor creatures we
become when we try to 13060 as
other than we are, and to impress
people as being what we are itot!
Our Lord's illustration of the
carefree birds and the untoiling
lilies indicates that anxiety is
unnecessary on the part of the
children of God, for our Heavenly
Father knows all of our needs. As
certainly as He feeds the birds and
clothes the flowers, He will feed
and clothe the Christian. Since He
'cares for the least of His creatures,
He certaiialy will care for those
who trust in Him.
lea. The fowls of the air neither w
-these, hg.a n-keingssow nor reap. and yet they,do 'riot mkt, ' am* war fner 
.110 
-02 " rarr,
 tsitd th, SatirTg, o e—It•about what they shall eat and 
.Fiiend. I think that it must bedrink, and yet God takes care of That they have no Heavenlythem. Sake these inferior crea- Fathertures are fed by the Heavenly
Father, without a care on their
part, He will certainly be mindfia
of His children arid feed them.
Furthermore, the lovely lilies
preach a wonderfully convincing
sermon against our caref:Ilei.
Christ is saying that the first
step toward getting. what we need
in life is a proper relationship to
God and His program. Right re-
laUonship to God and devotion to
Him and His way of life for us
will insure happy, useful and suc-
cessful living_ Our Lord commands
us to put first things first. So
many put last things first, but
really intend to attend to first
things by and by. Primary things
are frequently neglected because
of absorption in things which are
secondary. Unless His command, to
seek first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness, is obeyed, the
promise will not be fulfilled.
Give God His rightful place in
your life and He will see to it
that all these things will be added.
Lack of trust in Kim reminds us of
the words of Elizabeth Cheney.
-Said the Robin to the Sparrow:
'I should. really like to kncrw
Such as eares for you and me."
Philippians 1941.
Pi--‘ was moved to pray for the
Philipplan Christians. They loved
the Lord and His apostle devotedly,
and expressed their love by shar-
FRIDAY, AUGUST 6, 191
ing the gospel of Christ with
others. Paul prayed that the full
tide of ,their love might be con-
fined to the proper channels and
kept free from all that was selfish
and impure. He prayed that their
love might grow richer in two
respects, in an accurate knowledge
of the right and in an unusual
alertness in applying such a know-
ledge to the daily experiences of
life.
, 
Paul also prayse that they might
have a discern...sg love, or the abi-
lity to detect the good from the
bad, even if they looked alike. He
longed for them to have a trans-
parent love, or to be known on
the outaide for what they were on
the inside. A sincere Christian is
one who does not have anything
made up in his life; he is jurt
what people see hon to be seven
days each Week. 1There is no place
for hypocrisy in the life of a child
of God. Paul also asked the Lord
that the Philippians might be fil-
led with the fruits of righteous-
ness, as a result of their union
with Christ.
1%114914w 41.
This exhortation is meant fa"
St. Martins
In-The-Fields
Episcopal Church
204 N. 5th St.
MAYFIELD, KY.
Rev. Frank Q. Cayce
Minister-In-Charge
•
Morning prayer and ser-
mon, Sundays 11. a.m.
Church School 10 a.m.
• •••
every believer in C rist In it
Paul challenges all Christians to
cultivate elevating thoughts. He
urges us to meditate on the things
which are worthy of praise-thing'
that are true, honest, just, lovely,
and of good report. As Christians
we should strive to be as much
like our Lord now as it is pos-
sible for us to be, looking forward
to the time when we shall be just
like Him.
"
rift victims semi IlekTIOWI
give
AMARCH OF DIMES
igorommom
95 DRWE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
— -
— Double Feature —
Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello in
"MEET DR. JEKYLL and
Mr. HYDE"
PLUS
"NO ESCAPE"
with Lew Ayres, Sonny
Tuts, Marjorie Steele
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mason
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Jennifer Jones, Gina
Lollobrigida
(First Run In This Vicinity)
AN"ROCOPIANE
BLACK JACK
*a** Li PAg0
STAMPEDE
411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/
Look at the away bonus you get in the
car that's sweeping the nation
1 You get the car that's
styled for tomorrow—
$ 22 9638*&ever ed
!
In Buick today tr find the fresh modern
beauty that will pattern the styling of
other cars yet to come. That's a major
reason for Buick's soaring success this
year. But note the low delivered price
shown here—that's the clincher. No other
car at so low a price gives you this
advanced styling — plus Buick's great
room, comfort, ride and V8 power.
.2 Ws 6-ems••••• SPECIAL Sock. AA-.6•1 no. 00•••••INFO, womminsts. inr• •••1 kW Of •31•1, 0•• 4im4..s., Pk., wiry vary01•110, iss •1120•Ary ca.ww.tiw a.. to 1.0•10.• 0•0•0.. Alt pa
wetws se chow withal* wAt• Ewa to 1..err awaited
•••,•• Vt. 04V smae •.• soc• Si
Wow **sow . . . •••• PJ.
2. You get the car that's a
sure high resale value
Of this you can be sure: the new Buick
you buy today will look modern next year,
too—because that broad panoramic wind-
shield will be appearing on other cars as
a 1955 feature. So with the new Buick you
buy now, you'll stay right up in the style
parade for years to corpse — and command
a higher resale price when you trade it in.
&eie ttv(PnthInch firtw'
f9cf
3. You get a bigger allowance
from our volume business
—
Regardless of price class, Buick today is
outselling all other cars in America except
two of the "low-price three." That's fact.
So with this tremendous sales volume, we
can offer you a higher trade-in allowance
when you buy a new Buick. Come in, see
and drive Buick the beautiful buy. Then
see for yourself how our volume business
means a far bigger allowance for you.
WHEN IIETWO AUE00A0BILES Aft BUILT BUICK WILL kL/IED 211.1E
1.
•
4
 •
•
DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
•
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 61 1954.
FOR SALE
sZNIE EDWARDS PROPERTY
Dexter. Propeete conr:sts of
se and lot. Lot is 50 a 200 It
ntact Claude Vick neer Hardin
(a7f)
FOR SALE: HOUSE FURNISHED
or unfurnished 7 roolts, hall, bath
large lot. Very conven•ently 10
cated. Tel-1748 (a7p)
1941 ls TON FORD PICKUP. A-1
condition. Priced right See at
East Zed Service Stotler, phone
999. (a9c)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle „
ACROSS
1-Harbor
5-Accomplish.
ment
women
11-Amatory
13-Teutonic deity
14-Depressions In
cheeks
III-Negative
17-Scold
11-Tendon
20-loam
31-Former
Russian ruler
Sk-Affirmative
vote
24-Raised
25-The clear sky
27-Pertaining to
the sun
IS-Dreria border
10-83 coke
it
15
140
144
NI
2
4
A
•40
31- Sw eel Rea rts
33-Broad uskis
scarf
35
-Possessive
pronoun
311-100in•
36-Malay dagger40-Worm
41-1)estb notices
43-Resort
44-Plural pronoun
46-Land of Hie
free
47-Lipuld
measure
IS rmet
4
'A
abbr I
-a
aper
52-Narrow, fiat
board
53-Back of neck
DOWN
1-Brief
expression
sV)/2
7
1
/**
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2-Conjunction
3-Crimson
4-Ons of a pair
6-Liberate
6-Dawn goddess
7-Near
8-Kindling wood
9-Dispatched
30-B•smircb
II-Fairies
13-Female
college student18-1,lft with lever18-C,ollects
In-Speakers
22-New Zealand
rarrots
24-Inky
26-Large bird
28-Harvest
goddess
31-Assails
32-Mediterranean
vesselss—Upoermost
rtinm in house
114-DrInk
85-ruts
37 -V en 131st.
39-Satisfy
41-Leavis out
42-Peruse
45-Indonesian
tribesman
46-Collection of
facts
42-Indian
mulberry
it-Displaced
person (abbr.'s
•
seMINNNICSINIMINIManals.
-THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SUMMER JEWELRY HALF-PRICE 
 
Good selection. Get yours while I
they last - Molly Marlin Shop.
(a7c)
BAR-B-QUE POUND OR PIECE.
Friday, Saturday arid Sueoay. Also
commercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
B-Que, one mile, Hazel Highway.
(a7c)
L.011 FOR SALE ON IRVAN
Street. 50x160. Price $550. See
owner at 1405 la West Man. a9p)
eLHCTRIC STOVE, (1ENERAI.
Electric, 3 burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 969-A -3. (a80
ONE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn, See Fred MeCiure, 300
Woodlawn. la9c)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
-Match Me" shirts and pants-
Grays and khaki
-Shirts 81.96--
Pants $2.98. Shop & S' ye Store
So. east corner of Cour+ Square.
(a7c)
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
large selection styles, sivoi. Call 85,
see at Calloway Monumect Works,
Venter Orr, owner, West Hain near
College. tfea24c)
WANTED
USED DRF-SSER (NOT VANITY/
with mirror-or chest or drawers
Call 1103 between 9 a m and 4
p.m. (a6p)
Bus. Opportunities
WANTED TO BORROW: PRIVATE
money at 8 per cent, secured by
business propeity. Write Box 32-0
heTamin8
ir SYNOPSIS
A dated wrap ut paper marked
Lelt• Linea, Cabin 6. sends detective
Carney Wild. aboard • tu sury POWisms' froni CIDC1011Ill LO Mew Or-
os, in the hope ot apprebesdlag one
axles Alexander Stewart. Thai youth-
clerk bad •baconded with funds be-
gins to • bank in Phileidelphia. and
the course of his night, had kilted
policeman As Wilde stealthily
rcbea Cabin 4, be is surprieed by
• midden appearance of its occu-
nt. Miss Pomeroy. a protessioaal
Actiraphotr on her way to the Mardi
ma, The tail. handsome, self suf-
ion* young career women or d • r •
rn, at gun-point, (rani her room. Out
deck Carney chats with amiable
"Doc" Riggs, who genially refersbinacif as a scoundrel and • coo-
n. They are Mood by td Solt-
irk. • small-town banker, on holiday
Ith his wife. A tactless remark by
e vessel is captain. lets it be known
hat Carney Wilde is aboard un • man
oat. and now paseengers and crew
no to avoid him As Wilde morosely
ciders this new handicap • wire
rota Captain Grodnick of OA Phiia-
elphia pollee reaches him. Mary Vick-
rs the fugitive Stewart a girl-friend.
left biome for • destination un-
nnwa, amIi be. Wilde, wonders, that
• Miss Pomeroy in Cabin S Is In
slits the missing Mary Inciter*?
CHAPTER TWELVE
-YOU EVER meet anyone named
hn Smith?" I asked sourly. "Or
all your friends have exotic
es?"
"Old John," Doc mused. "Now I
kaven't thought of him for years,
!hot since I used to borrow his
Insane for use in hotel registers. We
tised to call him John the Mania.nen he was operating his em-
elt= of euphoria in Carson's
Bend, California, only a dry-man's
spit from the blue laws of Santa
Barbara_ Hugs fellow. Shook
hands once with Sitting Bull. Had
a routine salutation an his life
afterwards. 'Shake the hand that
shook the hand that scragged
Custer.' Big fellow, as I said.
Bigger than you even, by an inch
or two." Then Doc cocked his head
land eyed me quizzically. ..
"All right," 1 grinned "But is
'' -re • word of truth in anything
.'re said?"
' A word? Sure," Doc said read-
ily. "Old John really was big."
-That's the true word?"
"The only one," Doe exploded in
a light flutter of laughter that
sounded like popping balloons.
"Young fellow, you need a drink.
You're far too bright-e ye d and
alert for this time of day. A right-
eous man should be brooding on
his sins of yesterday. 1 recom-
mend • sparkling glass or Natchez
nectar, • drink whose recipe is so
Secret that bven I forget it half
the time. How about /stepping
ashore and tossing . . ."
"Not today," she said in • light,
rippling voice.
I turned from the railing, and
she was approaching.
Doe bowed low and whipped off
his hat and said: "I remind my•
self of a previous engagement
which 1 shall make In Just a mo-
ment, if you will excuse me, Miss
Pomeroy.-
He walked off along the deck,
and I was still smiling when 1
looked at her again.
We watched the roustabouts
ring in the big gangplank. The
at shuddered as the engine
ed over. Then we barked out
o the river and she terned to
rneyliilde
"You forgot this," she said soft-
ly, and thrust the telegram into
my coat pocket. "Who is Eli?"
"A friend." I said. "IT was his
bank Stewart robbed," I said. "But
he sends regards."
"Don't took so grim," she said in
a voice that was almost a whis-
per: "I can't stand It. I get so
frigAX
e
" •
• • - -
"For you." she said Insistently.
"It's, it's not .. . oh, let's go and
get breakfast I think Pm getting
hysterical."
-Not you," I said. I took her
arm in mine and we turned to-
ward the staircase. "But I'm sorry.
about the ugly face. I was think-
ing about Charles Alexander Stew.
art."
-I know what you were think.ins about."
I stepped back to let her go In
first and I watched her long
straight back, the erect, balanced
walk. She would know, I thought.
It wasn't sensible that she should,
but it WWI all of a piece with Ure
unlikely magic between ua.
We sat at the far end, taking
two places together. Most of our
tablemates had finished. Miss Pom-
eroy had decided on oatmeal, bacon
and waffles and a orn a creamed
chicken.
"Hope I can make enough money
to feed you properly," I said, tak-
ing up a beaker of orange juice.
''Oh, I always eat a big break-
fast," she said with • magnificent
smile. "It's the only meal I can
take my time with and really en-
joy. Lunches and dinners are so
likely to become business things
But breakfast -ah, breakfast is for
me."
I said: "You get up early. You
eat big breakfasts. Do you think
we could find something we like
in common?"
And again I could see only her
eyes as she turned to me, "Oh.
yes," she said.
"Amen," I agreed. "But you
don't go for long walks or grow
prize petunias or read Kafka, do
you?"
"None of them," she answered
quickly. "I take taxis and grow
older day by day and develop dis-
content in a small apartment. and
I read anything that comes my
way and a lot I have to go and."
"Ain't that wonderful?" I
breathed. "And just think how
many girls I might have picked
who •
-You pick or get picked?" Rus-
sell slid into the chair opposite me.
"Poor fellow," he said lightly. "I-le
thinks he had something to say
about it."
"Crew has to sign the payroll to-
day," Russell said. "They'll be fil-
ing into the purser's office all day.
You could park there and ogle
each one and 1 could promenade
the deck and point out the sights
to Mies Pomeroy."
Mies Pomeroy laughed and
winked at me.
/The reached Into a pocket and
put a small cowhide case on the
table. "rrn • working girl," re?
bff BART SPICER
said. "Remember?" She fit -
catch, slid out a black plastic light
rnoter and leaned over to put the
sensitive plate up to the gray light
from the window.
"On a day like this," I said, "I
think you're just a pasaenger.
There won't be enough light out
there to take • picture."
"Four at one-two hundredths,"
eke muttered. Then she leaked at
me quickly. "But don't tell me my
business, Mr. Wilde. Even if you
are right Just let roe fumble
along my own way."
Russell grinned at me. "Well, as
I was saying, there's them as pick
and them as egg picked and then
again, there's the little ones we
throw back in. Shall I escort you
to the purser's office?"
"I can find it Do I get regards
and best wishes to take with me?"
"You could even have me tie
take with you, if you want that,"
she said softly.
1 shook my head. "Let's keep the
work separate," I said. "Just wor-
ry about me a little." I finished my
coffee and got to my feet .1rhis
really going to take all day?" I
asked Russell..
-Easily," he said promptly. "And
if things go well with my plans,
I'll see that It takes all day tomor-
row, too."
"Feed him to the catfish," I told
her. "I'll be back as soon as I can."
The afternoon dragged out sleep-
ily in Grenier's office. Until lunch-
time, crew members drifted in one
by one as they could get away
from their work. Then, when the
dishes were done, most of the
kitchen staff appeared.
I eat quietly in a corner. No-
body paid much attention to me,
and I saw no slightest resemblance
to Stewart in any of them.
We had our lunch at Grenier's
desk and by 2 o'clock I teas Mis-
ty.
At last I said: "Have we seen
all the people who work on the
boat?"
Grenier ran a 'finger down the
payroll list "Eight more" be said.
"Seven of these are men who've
been with us for years. But this
Howard Sessions, he's new It) me.
Engine-room hand."
"What is that?"
"Wiper," Gremer said. "Or help-
Si. Probably unskilled labor, judg-
ing by his pay."
"Let's find out about him," I
said.
Grenler dialled a number and we
waited.
"Chief ?" the purser said. "This
is Grenier. Where's your new
men. Sessions? He hasn't signed
the payroll." He listened and then
shouted into the phone: -1 won't
have it. chief. You're a fool. You
can't lose a man and just sit down
there playing checkers and not tell
anybody." He slammed down thc
receMer.
"Chief engineer," he said bitter-
ly. "His man Sessions went ashore
In Louisville. Dicin t come back."
"(let him here," _1 said_ -Fast."
"He's coming,' Gruner said. -He
plans to pound my head to a puir
so he said. 1 soppose I insultei.
hint,"
T e Re Continued
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l!FS-ERVICES OFF_EREDJ
RID YOUR HOME OF TERailTEll
and hisects Expert work Call
441 or see Sam Kelley (tfe)
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming a licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will begin about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 648. (alOci
SALE ON SUMMER WERCHAN-
dise 'till in progress-See our
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (a8c)
VERA ROSSON, BEAUTY OP'ER-
ator is now associated with us.
For appointments call 392 Modern
Beauty Shop-over Day sod Nile.
(a6c)
FIRE INSURANCE -w PAY
for your ash& Galloway Insu:-
ance Agency, West side of Court
Sq. Murray. Ky. P. 106- (atipl
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
4 miles South of Murray On Hazel
Road
- Drive out and save 4$$; -
•New and Used Cars •Television
Grayson McClure, Purdom Parks
Phone 84 lal3c)
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Mutiny. For
Sales, Service, Repair contact Leon
Hall, 1411 Poplar. phone 1074-R.
(a30c)
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone. Route 8, Paducah. (Op.,
MR. FARMER, NOW IS THE
time to fill your silos. We have a
new field chopper ready to do
custom work. See or cell Elbert
Houston and sons Phone 958-J-1.
Murray. Route 5 is2c)
BAILEY & CARRAWAY MOTOR;
cycle sales and service. N. 13th
Street, Murray, Ky. (A25p)
PORTRAIT, COMMERCIAL, DI--
rect color photography. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
made to order and .easonably
priced_ Wells & Wrather, South
Side Square. Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (sic)
The soldier from Cheyenne and the saloon-girl from
Laramie make an exciting romantic combination in
the persons of John Payne and Mari Blanchard, who
are co-starred with Da Duryea in Universal-Inter-
mie",' wh • .
1
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Cleveland
New York
"Chicago
Detroit
Washington
Boston 
 
Philadelphia
Baltimore 
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Major League
Standings
By 1314/11ID PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pet. CS
72 32 692
72 35 673 1%5
69 39 639 5
 
 47 58 148 25li
44 58 431 27
41 61 402 30
37 67 .256 35
37 69 .349 36
Yesterday's Results
New York 5 Cleveland 2
Chicago 5 Boston 1
Washington 4 Detroit 1
Today's Games
Washington at Chicago, night
New York at Detroit, night
Philadelphia at Cleveland. night
Boston at Baltimore, nigh:
Tomorrow': Games
Washington at Chleago
New York at Ektroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
NATIONAL LEAGUE
_ W L
New York .__ 89 38
Brooklyn  
 64 43
Milwaukee ___ 57 47
Philadelphia __ 50 52
St. Louis . 
 51 53
Cincinnati_ 
 51 58 477 18
Chicago 
 44 61 419 24
Pittsburgh __. 35 71 .330 33ia
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 6 New York" 1-
St. Louis 13 Brooklyn 4
Milwaukee at Phila., ppd rain.
Cineir.snti at Pittsbreh, pod., rain_
Tot.a.7's
Cinc•naati at Brooklyn, night
Milwaukee at New York r ght
Chicago at Philadelphia. might
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
Tomorrow's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn'
Milwaukee at New York .
Chicagd waj,...PhaLid a elptn
4.4•16ottiiir-M4PittsAfwrgis -
Major I.eaglie
Leaders
NATIONAL I EAC
Player • Club 0 AB 1 H Pet.
Snider, Bklyn 104 403 86 143 .355
Musial. St L. 103400 91 137.343
Mueller, N. Y. 108 432 65 147 .340
Moon, St. L. 192 438 81 147 .334
Schndmit. St L. 103-445 81 148 333
Ala:RICAN MAGI."'
Player & Club G Al I H
Noreri.N Y. 8.5 28e 45 09
Minoso, Chi. 109 405 89 133
Avila, arve. 93 365 76 117 a.
Chicago 109 442 80 141 319
.N Y, 14 377 90 120 .318 '
• HOME RUNS •
Mays, Giants 
 
 36
Sauer, Cubs 
 32
Musial, Cards  
 30
• RUNS BAITED IN •
Musial, Cards 
 101
Hodges, Dodgers 
 91
Snider. Dodgers  
 so
• RUNS •
Musial, Cards 
 
9)
Mantle, Yankees 
Minus°, White Sox  
 89
6 lirT6
Schndnst,  
 148
Mueller, Giants 147
Moon, Cards 
 
147
Snider, Dsdgers 
 143
• PITCHING •
Wilson, Braves 
 7-0
Sntonelli, Giants ___. 16-2
Collum, Reds 
 6-1
Hughes, Dodgeis . 6-1
Consuegra, White Sox 14-3
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Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
ev?rybody reads it,
time moms,:mumpicum..
SERVE A
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HOTTEST
SUMMER DAY
WITH
 ma
ICED BEVEtADE SPOONS
$
EACH
IN PATTERNS
/MOWN
"Rondo-. "Carroiha". "chaatmy•••
You'll wont enough of th•i•
Gorhom• Sterl.ne Iced B•veroge
Spoons for toll cool drinks, on hot
Cloys this summer. They "dein. vp"
high boll nod usrd apo glosses, and
rEloia,o _tint seidiNeta to your
GoRlom table' serv.c• now at
new low prices/
Stop in and see us, or phone to let
us know your reqtrieernents. Choose
yours from our 17 Gorham ponems
ond use out convenient Saver
Club Plan h you wish.
Srkes Inciodo Federal Tax
• 
By Ernie Bushmiller
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Chuzch School S4B
The First Methodist Chirds
1Morning Worship 
 1050
Fifth and Maple St.P.Y.T. 4 TO
Paul T Lyles. Pastor1Westminister Fellowship ....010 Sunday School 0:48Wed. Prayer Service ____
Visitors Welcorne
71. Morning Worsetto 10:30 am
Sty Bennie Barron, Guest Speake-
Wesley Pcamdanon ' Vespers 6:30Evening Worship ,____._ 7 30 pm
No Evening Service
The First ri ptIst enuerb
S. Forth St.
Dr. H C. CLlles. Pastor
Church School 930dimming Worship 1050 a in
Training Union 6:45Evening Worship, 7:30 1) TM
Memorial Baptist cnurch
Wain Street at 'tenth
S, 1C. Byler Pastor
Sunday School 910 a. m.Morning Worship 18.50 am.
Baptist Training Union 6:15 p.m
Evangelistic Hour 7:43 p.m.tuesday 3 00 pm.
It L. Hardy Jr chapter tw R. All
meets at 1302 Poplar St
Wednesday 3.00 p.m.
Sunbeam Sand meets at chum',teachers & officers meeting 7:00G. A 's meeting at the church 3:00p.m
Prayer, Praise and rellowithtpServile! Wed 710 p m.
Elm Grove Baptlyi Churl*
Rev, Leonard Zoit. Pastor
Sunday School 
 10 am.
Morning Worship 
 11 a.m.
Training 'Jnisas 
 0 p_rn
Prayer and Bible Study Wednes-day 
 
 7:00 p.m.Women's Missionary Service First
Wednesday each month 7:00 p.mSunbeam Band, Girl's Auxiliary
and Royal Amabssadors meet
-my
Street.
Lolas Harper Jr., Pastor
Sunday School 
 10:00 a.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.Evening Worship 
 7.45 p.Wed. Evening Worship 7:43 p.We welcome everyone
IS.
50.
112
Kirksey Baptist Church College Church of ChrtstHalf-Mile West of Ktriesey 104 N. 15th Streetat 
 7:00 P.m Ernest Clevenger, Jr., Ministerat chtych each Fourth Sunday Sunday Bible Study 
 9:45Otis Jones, Pastor Morning Worship Sunday School 
 10.00 a.m. Evening Worship 
 7:30Morning Worship 
 11.00 a.m. Monday College Class 12:30 p. in.Evening Worship 
 7:00 p.m. Wednesday Sc 'vice 
_ 7 30 p.m.Preaching each First and Tturd
Sunday.
The Church of God of Prophecy
South 8th and Story Ave
Just one block south of Sycamore
Oak Grove Baptist Church
3 miles West of Haul
L. G. Novell, Pasnir
Sunday School 10:00 cm.Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
LIrventrig WorshipPrayer ServiceEvening Worship
. A
Sunday's Church Services
Murray Mures ot Cnzlee
Tele & Poplar Phone 395
William D. Maclean& Minister
Regular Program:
Morning Worship 
 10:40 km
Subject: To Whom Shal. We Go''
Evening Worship . 
 7:30 pm
Subject: God's Purpose ih John
the Baptist.-
Tuesday: Wcizisen 3 ruble Masa at
church, 3 p. in.
Spiritual Guidance radic, daily
Monday through Fr.clay 12.30
12:43.,
College Presbyterian Chards
1001 Main Street
Rev Orval Austin. Minister
THE LEDIJER ANA TIMES, MURRAY, RENTUCEr
Morning 'Worship 
 1050 a mChi Rho Fenewship .___ 410 pm
Christian Youth FellowSh:p 0 p m
Evening Service 
 
 7.30 pm
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
Rev William McKinney, Pastor
Phone 1029-5
Sunday School 
 
10 km.
Morning Worship ... 
 
 11 kmSatuiday P. Y. P. A. -- 7:45 p. en'
The First Christian Church
111 N ruts St.
Rarrywood Gray. Pwtor
Church School 
 
9 30 a in.
We Have Some
2 and 3 Bedroom Home
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
That are being built according to G.I. and
F.H.A. specifications for your convenience
.. you could select one of these
See aiGtinkr-taay
Tucker Real Estate Agent/
503 Maple St. Telephone .483
ea* 44449
DOWN ON THE FARM
t's e
-Ce;ac
with a
MU! WATER SY,SiAM
Wh.o yo ),0 • • 0 So, 1/... WON., Sy slows ow
yew loss ye.. 60 • • On 0 040.4001 910pOly
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IT PUMP
See Your Mita] Dealer
ELLIS
PUMP & PIPE CO.1 1 Mile E. On Highway 94
Delivered
RIGHT to Your
Construction Job
Call 197
Speed your concrete construction projects by tak-ing advantage of our prompt, dependable service.We deliver direct to your job, concrete ready-mixedto your specifications. Let us give you an estimate
"YOUR EVERY CONCRETE NEED"
Murray Ready-Mix Co.
• •Coldwater road Telephone 1226
— •
 ..44.111111=111•11MIV 
John and Mary, one couple in 20,000,000
thanks to an FHA or GI insured loan
ejMIN and MARY have realized theirmost cherished dream—"a home
of their own." Yet John's incomeis modest. His savings were small. Howdid they manage?
Ihey managed by securing an FHA-insured house loan. Twenty million
Americans have already enjoyed thebenefits of FHA's many housing pro-grams. John and Mary's loan was for a
MU' home. Their down payment was
smalL Now they pay leas pc, monththan they formerly were charged for
rent. And, pride in home ownership has
enriched their lives in a way no other
single investment could.
Is this FHA loan story remarkableif it has happened twenty million times?
Yes, became on.ir in America does ithappen. For here, private industry andFHA together have produced a miracle
of new construction, building and im-proving millionz of homes, far outstrip-ping any other nation's efforts to houseits people
"VVHAT has FHA cost you as a tax-payer in helping to accomplishthis? Not a cent. FHA insures loans,doesn't make them. Banks, insurance
companies and savings and loan com-panies provide the money. And theypay FHA for the insurance they receive
on the loans they make.
The FHA system of insured loans hashelped make it possible for millions ofAmericans to live in better housing.FHA didn't build, plan, remodel orimprove a single unit. We in the homebuilding industry did that. But low
FHA down payments and liberal mort-gage loan terms enabled Americans tobuy new homes or improve existing ones.
Perhaps your own dream of owning
or remodelling a home is still unfulfilled.
But your chances of making it a reality
art good—as long as FHA financing is
available for you as it was for John
and Marv.
You'll be intor•st•d to know
• The Federal Housing Aunumstration(FHA) operates as a federally ownedSponsored in the Interest of
and controlled insurance company. Itdoes not make luaus, plan or buildhousing.
• FHA has insured $33 billion in loans
and mortghges since its establishmentin 1934. $18 billion is still in force.$345 million in reserves cover anypossible losses.
O FHA is wholly self-supporting fromincome received for insurance servicesfrom banks, insurance companies, sav-ings and loan companies, and otherinstitutional lenders. Its estimated in-
come from 1953 operations was $100
million, which was placed in its reservefund. FHA doesn't coat taxpayers a
cent.
• Twenty million families have receivedFHA-insured loans, improving housing
available to more than 40 millionpersona.
• Average price of a new FAA-insuredhome in 1953 was $10,515. Eighty per-
cent of families buying new FHA-insuredhomes last year had incomes between$3,1500 and $7,000.
More and Bettor Housing for a Greater America
Freeman
Johnson
CONTRACTOR
Phone 1378-M-2
Planning to build? Or, would you like to add a room?We'll help you arrange for your FHA Loan so you canenjoy the new home or new rooms right away.See Us For An Estimate Building SuppliesFreeman Johnson, Murray; Rt. I, Phone 1378-M-2
Be Wise!
Economize ... by letting
Z. Enix Reupholster your
old furniture — it willbe like new.
OW I •=1
MI OM
• We specialize in wall
to-wall carpeting.
ammo
'IMO MID
ENIX
UPHOLSTERY SHOP
510 W. Main -- Call 1400
wig
I•It •
7:30 pm.
7:30 p.m.
8 00 p.m.
Sinking Springs esti:nisi Uhurch
Ralob McConnell. Pastor
Sunday School, 10:0C
Morning Worship 11:00
Baptist Training Union 700
Evening Worship II p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed. at 1:30 p.m.
Locust Drove Holiness Church
Kirksey, Kentucky
Rev E. T. Cox, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Preaching every 2nd and 4th Sun-
day
Sunday School every Sunday
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
North Highway
T. G. Shelton. P.I.or
Sunny 'School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Cvening worship 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening P-ayer
vice 7:01
—
 -
South Pleasant Ossve
Church
—
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1954
3 Miles West of Karel
H
 
P. Blanks11.11), Pastir
Church School • 10 aft.
Morning Worship
MYF
Evening Worship
Prayer Meeting and
Wednesday
11 am.
6:15 P.m
7:00 P.m.
Bible Study
7:CO Pin
Seventh Lay Adventist
"Church In the VOIldwood"
Fifteenth and Sycamore
V A. Chilson, Pastor
Sabbath School, Saturday __11:30a.m
Morning Worship Saturday 11311
Tuesday Prayer ServIce__7:30
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
"The Friendly enurtm"
Rev. Earl Phelps. Pastor
Services Every Sunday
Morning Worsnip 
 
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 
 
7:00 p.m.
We Welcome Everyone
Evening Worship 
 
----
Ser- Poplar Spring Baptist Church
pm , Jack Jones Pastor '
1 Sunday School__ ____ ...... 1000
Methodist ' Morning Worship 
 11:00
I Training Union 7:1/0
PLANNING
to
Build?
•
CHECK
THESE
ADS
•SIM1111.
4:00
- Polio Insurance
$5000.00
Covers 9 dreaded diseases
In Force Immediately
*410,000, Entire Family
• One Child
Wilson Insurance
Agency
303 E. Main • Phone 42
August F. Wilson, Owner
Watch For The
ANNOUNCEMENT
Of Our New, Modern
Ready Mixed
Concrete Plant
TO BE OPEN, SOON
And be sure to see us
when you need
Building Blocks
Water Proofing
Cement Paints
Steel Sash Windows
FITTS BLOCK AND TILE CO'
E. Main St. at Railroad Ave. Telephone 1068
555 III MOM FOR Tell
CIPC:t KIST
YOU'VI WIN
IT IN
LIFE
NOW Sit uS
IN POISON
6 &al Ciorr YUSTI
ALWAYS READY
automatically when-
ever you turn thetap. . all the sparkling clean hot
water you want. The Permalgae
water heater tank of glass-
surfaced steel keeps your hot
water pure and clean as the
water you drink ... today, to.
me.,.-row, and ft. years .o comes
It's ay....de to km • Wet/dais
•All Types Plumbing
• Bathroom Fixtures
• Well Pumps
•Kitchen Sinks
Elroy Sykes Plumbing Co.
605 South 4th St. Telephone I654-J
•
-
_..asessis.,•i4401RiiiilliteSpa ianellillavameseeness••••-
iviessummilaTiopiowpwatmenismputiamegisemel woroverr-
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